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Abbreviations 

ABBREVIATION  DESCRIPTION  

ABS absolutive 

ALL allative 

BEN benefactive 

DAT dative 

dl dual 

DX deixis 

EXCL exclusive 

F female 

FUT future 

HORT hortative 

IMP imperative 

INCL inclusive 

INF infinitive 

INTEN intensitive 

invis invisible 

IRL irrealis 

LOC locative 

M masculine 

N noun 

NOM nominative 

NR nominaliser 

nsg non-singular 
 

ABBREVIATION  DESCRIPTION  

pl plural 

PM portmanteaux 

PRES present 

PRF perfect 

PrM particle marker 

PSS passive 

PST past 

REL relativiser 

REP repetitive 

RFL Reflexive 

RL realis 

RM remote 

sg singular 

sp species 

SU subject 

SUBJ subjuctive 

TD today 

unsp unspecified 

YD yesterday 

1 first person 

2 second person 

3 third person 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Conjunctions are the most important indicator of cohesion as well as participant system in the 
text. Some join clauses into one sentence, while others separate clauses in a sentence. Some give 
reasons for other clauses, while others give results for other clauses in a sentence. These phenomena 
are found not only between clauses in a sentence but also between sentences, paragraphs, and 
discourses. 

There are many coordinating conjunctions in Wipi as well as subordinating conjunctions.1 
Many conjunctions are made up of postpositional phrases with a postposition. Some are head-tail 
linkage. 

In this paper I want to deal with how these conjunctions work in the discourse of Wipi. 

The Wipi (Gidra/Jibu) language is a member of the Eastern Trans-Fly Family, of the Trans-Fly 
Stock, Trans-Fly-Balaka River Subphylum-Level Super-Stock, Trans New Guinea Phylum 
Languages. The other members of the Eastern Trans-Fly Family are quite similar in basic features 
and in quite a few structural details, though Gizra and Miriam on the one hand, and Bine and Gidra 
on the other, contrast with each other to some extent in details. The lexical relationship between the 
four languages is on the very low to medium family level (Wurm 1982:132-135, 180-186). 

The language group is located in the Oriomo-Bituri division of the Daru district in the Western 
Province of Papua New Guinea. The Wipi language is spoken by approximately 2,500 people in 
fourteen main villages located in the eastern plains between the Fly River and the Coral Sea. Rual 
and Kapal, the two northern-most villages, are located south of the Bituri River. 

The Wipi people were known as Jibu, from the name of a bush village located at the headwaters 
of the Binaturi River, or Oriomo, in the early 20th century. Later the people were called Gidra, ‘bush 
people’ or ‘inlander’, by the Bine people who looked down on them. The Ethnologue (1992), 
eleventh ed., lists the name of the language as Gidra [GDR]. Now, however, many of the people do 
not want to be called Gidra due to its derogatory connotation. 

This analysis is based on around 9 years of field work done between 1991 and 1999. The data 
for this paper came primarily from more than 137 pages (non-interlinearlised text by A4 size) of 
natural texts collected in several different genres, such as biography, hortatory, explanation, 
narrative, prayer, poem, conversation and letter, from seven villages: Wipim, Podare, Wonie, 
Gamaewe, Kuru, Rual and Yamega.  

The principal language helpers who helped to work on interlinearising the texts are Andiwa 
Messa, Sanigiri Mike and some others from Yamega village.  

2. COORDINATION  

2.1 Additive conjunctions: akeakeakeake ‘and’, ɨɨɨɨ ‘and’, and ddddɨɨɨɨdededede ‘and, then’  

In Wipi there are three additive coordinate conjunctions, and ɨ and dɨde can combine together. 

2.1.1 akeakeakeake ‘and’ 

The additive conjunction ake ‘and’ is only used between pairs of noun phrases; it is not a clausal 
conjunction. 

                                                           
1 Wipi Grammar Essentials pp105-108 
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 1) Ɨtre tutar-iam akeakeakeake ti b’ɨga ek-ia. 
the story-one and 3sgDAT child go.sg-dlSU 

‘The story teller and his child are going.’ 

2.1.2 ƗƗƗƗ ‘and’ and ddddɨɨɨɨdededede ‘and’ 

The conjunctions ɨ ‘and’ and dɨde ‘and’ can be used as phrasal conjunctions and also as clausal 

conjunctions. However the conjunction ɨ ‘and’ is used freely between phrases, sentence initially for 

opening speech or in between clauses or sentences, while the conjunction dɨde ‘and’ is used mainly 
in between clauses or sentences. 

 2) Ajɨ yɨmta kena ton yik, kea ton b’ɨgat re pingg ɨɨɨɨ 
but later from he go already he child-NOMsg REL bow and 

nɨm angonjeniny. 
arrow prepare-ABSpl 

‘But he, the child, already prepared a bow and arrows, and later he went.’ 

 3) Makwa sɨn tui-ɨn ɨɨɨɨ makwa gidap wa amnɨk-a-in-dam. 
NEG 1nsg.NOM come-1plSU and NEG thing 2nsgDAT make-BEN-ABSpl-1plSU 

‘We are not coming and are not making you(pl) things.’ 

 4) Podar ddddɨɨɨɨdededede Wipim rɨga re yɨpa tungg rɨga na weken-o-nj. 
Podar and Wipim people REL one village people ABS.PST stay-RM.PST-3plSU 

‘Podar and Wipim people stayed as one village people. 

In examples 2), 3) and 4) above the conjunctions ɨ ‘and’ and dɨde ‘and’ function as phrasal 
conjunctions between two noun phrases. 

The additive conjunctions ɨ ‘and’ and dɨde ‘and, then’ are omitted in many cases when they are 
used in lists. When they are omitted, one of them usually remains between the last two phrases or 
clauses of the list. See examples below: 

 5) Wipi eria opima negɨr mule jogjog amnɨk-anj; minj, Ø  biena, Ø  
  Wipi area DXpl bad practice many make-PM.PRES3pl sorcery Ø  adultery Ø  

  karɨ, Ø nɨnda opima jogjog. 
  bad.speaking Ø  many DXpl many 

‘People are doing many sinful customs in the Wipi area: sorcery, Ø adultery, Ø bad speaking, Ø 
many other things.’ 

 6) Ara kip, Ø  Podar kip, Ø  Mungguar kip, Ø  Ikaru kip, ɨɨɨɨ Ibangɨr kip 
Ara well Ø  Podar well Ø  Mungguar well Ø  Ikaru well and Ibanger well 

 ‘The Ara well, Ø the Podar well, Ø the Mungguar well, Ø the Ikaru well and the Ibanger well’ 

 7) Yesu-ɨt y-orang-o-nj rɨga, Ø kongga ddddɨɨɨɨdededede b’ɨga komkisa. 
Yesu-NOMsg ABS3sg-build-RM.PST-3sgSU man Ø woman and child all 

 ‘Yesu built it, all men, Ø women and children.’ 
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The three examples above show that the phrasal conjunction ɨ or dɨde is omitted in between 
phrases. In example 5) all conjunctions of the list are omitted, while in examples 6) and 7) the last 
conjunction of the list remains.  

 8) Moleg da kap ɨjga yieny ngai, Ø sobijog kana pemb ern-iny. ƗƗƗƗ da 
old.woman that oven open bring INTEN Ø little INTEN hot put-ABSpl and that  

  b’asos ain-ia, Ø angin-ia, Ø ɨtra ngor kɨkɨb a-ia ket, Ø nyɨ 
  share become-dlSU Ø bite-dlSU Ø DXsg full big become-dlSU PRF Ø water 

  anain-ia, ɨɨɨɨ da ul kisa unga-t amɨny. 
  drink-dlSU and that fire without sleeping-NOMsg make 

‘The old woman opens the oven, Ø makes them a little bit hot. And then they divide shares, Ø eat 
them, Ø then are really full, Ø drink water, and then they were so sleepy they fell asleep without 
fire.’ 

In example 8), four additive conjunctions are omitted, while the last one still remains. 

In many cases kwa ‘then, again, then’ and/or the perfect particle ket ‘PRF’ follow the 

conjunction ɨ ‘and’, dɨde ‘and, then’ or ɨ dɨde ‘and then’. When the speaker explains in order, one by 

one, chronologically or logically, then the perfect particle ket ‘PRF’ usually occurs after the 
conjunction.  

 9) Re ket tungg rɨga-p w-ɨgeken-i ɨɨɨɨ    ketketketket kua seg yɨrekɨp 
RL PRF village people-NOMpl ABS3sgF-ask-3plSU and then turtle finished tear 

  nena ɨsok. 
  only drop 

‘And then village people ask her and then at that time the turtle just drops a tear.’ 

 10) Kɨristiam-im wekeny-ɨn ddddɨɨɨɨdededede ketketketket yu yɨtkak wɨko-e y-omnɨk-u. 
Christian-ABSpl stay.pl-1SU and PRF today language work-ABSsg ABs3sg-make-1plSU 

‘We are Christians and then today we are doing Bible work.’ 

 11) Ɨ re ket sɨn opek-tondam de rɨkɨnd re dia uj  
and when PRF we arrive-PM.RM.PST1pl there where REL deer dead 

  au-o-nda, kon ketketketket giri b’ɨga y-okat-o-nd, ddddɨɨɨɨdededede 
  become-RM.PST-dlSU I PRF knife child ABS3sg-take-RM.PST-1sgSU and 

  ketketketket kon osiemb jɨ nɨmog dia atuk-o-nd. 
  PRF I DXdl PrM two deer cut-RM.PST-1sgSU 

‘And when we arrived there where the deer died, then I took a little knife, and then I cut those two 
deer.’ 
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 12) Ngɨrpu b’ɨgat ɨtara gar kopa kɨma ii ind-o-nj, ɨɨɨɨ yik-o-nj,  
until child DXsg belly pain with cry say-RM.PST-3sgSU and go-RM.PST-3sgSU 

  ɨɨɨɨ ud kera y-okat-o-nj, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede    ketketketket yik-o-nj 
  and catfish tail ABS3sg-take-RM.PST-3sgSU and then PRF go-RM.PST-3sgSU 

  bod wa, ɨɨɨɨ    ketketketket kabum kera y-ɨmkit-o-nj, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede    ketketketket 
  creek to and PRF fish tail ABSsg-swallow-RM.PST-3sgSU and then PRF 

  ud-ɨm b’engend-o-nj. 
  catfish-DAT turn-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘At last the child cried with belly pain, and he went, and he took the tail of the catfish, and then he 
went to the creek, and then swallowed the fish tail, and then turned to the catfish.’ 

In examples 9), 11) and 12) the clauses show chronological order, while the clauses in example 
10) show logical order. 

When a list of events occurs, the conjunction ɨ ‘and’ or dɨde ‘and’ will continue to be put 

alternately. In many cases before the final clause or an important event usually ɨ dɨde ‘and and/then’, 

ɨ kwa ‘and then’ or ɨ dɨde kwa ‘and and/then again’ occurs to show the last event or an important 
one.  

 13) Sɨ re ton yɨbnonj re maka ti mopkak, yɨpia, yɨrkɨp, sokak, tugɨm, yɨm, 
then when he stayed REL not him head ear eye nose mouth hand 

  ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede pɨs. 
  and then foot 

‘And when he stayed he had  no head, ears, eyes, nose, mouth, hands, and then (nor) feet.’ 

 14) Giri y-okat-o-nd, ɨɨɨɨ y-otend-o-nd, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede 
knife ABS3sg-take-RM.PST-1sgSU and ABS3sg-break-RM.PST-1sgSU and then 

  yorkak ke y-oksɨk-o-nd. 
  shell with ABS3sg-scrape-RM.PST-1sgSU 

‘I took a knife, and broke it, and then scraped it with a shell.’ 
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 15) ƗƗƗƗ re ket seg kɨpiar oramka, ɨɨɨɨ y-ɨrkit-o-nj da 
  and when PRF finished parts putting, and ABS3sg-ask-RM.PST-3sgSU that 

  “Kabe yɨt m-eken-e!” ƗƗƗƗ ton ket yɨt yiken-o-nj. NgNgNgNgɨɨɨɨrpurpurpurpu 
  please word ABS2sg-go-IMPsg and he PRF word  go.around-RM.PST-3sgSU until  

  ket nyɨ y-oka-o-nj Katen, ɨɨɨɨ y-omn-o-nj da 
PRF name ABS3sg-give-RM.PST-3sgSU Katen and ABS3sg-say-RM.PST-3sgSU that 

  “Man re b’eat yena Dolem et.” ƗƗƗƗ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede kɨr 
  you REL wallaby holy Dolem ABS.2sg and then bush 

  y-oramit-a-o-nj, gasa aramis-in-o-nj bɨgany kopa, 
  ABSsg-put-BEN-RM.PST-3sgSU thing put-ABSpl-RM.PST-3sgSU tree.sp container 

  sunggu mop, jebɨrjebɨr, pam, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede suaina yena y-oramit-o-nj. 
  tree.sp head tree.sp clay and then our holy ABSsg-put-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘And after he put the part, then he asked him “Please go with the word (try to speak)!” And he 
spoke. Finally  he gave him the name Katen, and said to him that “You are a wallaby worshipper, 
Dolem.” And then he put a bush, put things: began tree, sungg tree, jeberjeber tree, clay (in certain 
places); and then put our holy one (Dolem) inside the area to live.’ 

In 13) there is a list of noun phrases, and the conjunction phrase occurs in between the last two 
phrases to indicate the final one. Example 14) has a list of chronological events, and the conjunction ɨ 

dɨde ‘and then’ precedes the final clause. In 15) the creation story of Dolem clan is told 
chronologically, and each event of the list is connected by an additive conjunction, but the final 
clauses have the additive conjunction phrase ɨ dɨde ‘and then’. The creator made all his body parts, 
and made him speak, and gave him a name and mission, and then finally he made everything for him. 
Therefore the conjunction ɨ dɨde ‘and then’ precedes the final sentence. In the same way the holy 
one, wallaby, was the last thing he made when the creator was making everything, so the conjunction 
ɨ dɨde ‘and then’ precedes the final clause. 

 16) Tida sam onguat-am ɨja-emb jɨ omnɨk-a, ɨɨɨɨ opima mor 
he.also happy recognise-INF like.this-INTEN PrM make-NR and Dxpl your.DAT 

  kwa ngai b’enga wɨp menamena t-atomn-en-in-yɨt moina menon 
  again INTEN different kind walking IRL-try-REP-ABSpl-2sgSU your walking 

  wɨngɨr-ɨnd, ɨɨɨɨ mor komkisa rɨdede rɨga singisingi nena 
  inside-LOC and your.DAT all how people desire only 

  t-a-en-anj, ɨɨɨɨ    kwakwakwakwa molɨnggiam yɨt ke pɨtapɨta 
  IRL-become-REP-PM.PRES3pl and again yourself word PRF out.INTEN 

  t-a-en-yɨt nɨnda rɨga wa pɨlwa. 
  IRL-become-REP-2sgSU some people pl.DAT to. 

‘This is the way for him to figure out happiness, and you will try very different kinds of 
walking/stepping during your walking, and all of your people will really rejoice, and then you 
yourself will speak out clearly to other people by a word (of thanks).’ 
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 17) Ton konggat ɨjana ɨl-b’angk-o-nj re ket sɨwɨny tod. Kodaka 
she woman like.this repeat-RM.PST-3sgSU REL PRF night middle I.also 

  moga au-o-nd, ɨɨɨɨ ti leond y-op-o-nd 
  fear become-RM.PST-1sgSU and her husband-LOC ABS3sg-bring-RM.PST-1sgSU 

  de met wa,    ɨɨɨɨ    kwakwakwakwa toda yɨpa kongga singi au-o-nj. 
  there house to and then she.also one woman want become-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘The woman did this repeatedly in the middle of the night. I became afraid, and went to the house 
to bring her husband, and then one woman also wanted (to come with us).’ 

 18) Tina ulpopo re timtim ake mulmul ɨsleki, ddddɨɨɨɨdededede tina rom re salsal e, 
  its flower RL black and yellow mixed and its leaf RL green ABSsg 

  kɨbakɨba wɨp, ɨɨɨɨ nyɨ kumbɨnd wɨp b’andrati tekeny da salsal 
  round shape and water top-LOC face RFL-spread-PSS IRL-stay that green 

  dar re ondrati yɨbɨm. ƗƗƗƗ tina kumakak re pɨnpɨn, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede ma 
  mat RL spread-PSS ABSsg-stay And its neck RL long and then not 

  seo im. 
  strong ABSpl 

‘Its flower is mixed of black and yellow, and its leaf is green with a round shape, and they are 
spread on top of the water like a green mat is spread. And its (their) neck is long and then (they) 
are not strong.’ 

 19) Seg ra ket, sɨt-emb torɨ ɨpend-am ket, nɨnda ukak torɨ im, nɨnda 
finished if/when PRF it-INTEN string cut-INF PRF some cane string ABSpl some 

  gis torɨ im, ɨɨɨɨ nɨnda ti nyɨmad pingg torɨ. 
  vine.sp string ABSpl and some his.DAT namesake bamboo string 

‘After that, it is the time to cut strings: some are cane strings, some are gis vine strings, and some 
are its namesake bamboo strings.’ 

 20) ƗƗƗƗ sɨn ukoi sɨteket, man umɨr n-ogon-in-yɨt moina yɨtkak 
and we.EXCL big thank you knowledge ABS1-give-ABSpl-2sgSU your word 

  omnɨk-am, ongonjen-am, ɨɨɨɨ umena yɨrkokar rɨdede umen-am onggɨt gouukoi-ɨnd. 
  make-INF fix-INF and living life how live-INF this world-LOC 

‘And we thank you that you gave knowledge to carry out your word, to make order, and how to 
live life in this world.’ 

When the same kind of noun phrases or events are going on, then the simple additive 
conjunction ɨ ‘and’ usually occurs. However when some difference exists between two phrases or 

two clauses or when the final item of a list comes, then the conjunction dɨde ‘and, then’ usually 
occurs to indicate the difference or the final item of the list.  
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 21) Ɨspari ke, sɨtawar diam auou wuen-o-nd ɨɨɨɨ pingg 
  daybreak from morning meal eating go.pl-RM.PST-1plSU and bow 

  angonjen-tondam, ɨɨɨɨ sana yɨpa nganja yɨpa nganja emd-ɨtondam, ɨɨɨɨ 
prepare-PM.RM.PST1pl and sago one stick one stick take-RM.PST-1plSU and 

  ddddɨɨɨɨdededede kon kea koina benjin masis y-okat-o-nd. 
  then I already my gas match ABS3sg-take-RM.PST-1sgSU 

‘After daybreak we were eating breakfast and we took bows, and we took one sago stick each, and 
then I took my gas match.’ 

 22) ƗƗƗƗ sɨn ket b’eat y-igurk-o-nda, ɨɨɨɨ sana opi suaina 
and we PRF wallaby ABS3sg-put.inside-RM.PST-dlSU and sago DXpl our 

  aramk-in-o-nda, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede yug ke ouka y-ien-o-nda 
  pur-ABSpl-RM.PST-dlSU and then bark with cover-NR ABSsg-bring-RM.PST-dlSU 

  ɨta seg. 
  DXsg finished 

‘And then we put the wallaby inside (the oven), and put in our sago, and then covered it with bark, 
that’s the end.’ 

 23) Ton opima onggɨtiam tondon rɨrɨrɨnd yɨndangɨr tamnɨkiny, ɨɨɨɨ 
he DXpl that measure enough full IRL-make-ABSpl and 

  temɨlandeniny, ɨɨɨɨ tegiatneniny, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede taikɨnsiny tu 
  IRL-push-ABSpl and IRL-shake-ABSpl and then IRL-increase-ABSpl mouth 

  ɨsangendam. 
  cover-INF 

‘He will make them full according to that measure, and push them down, and shake them, and then 
repeat until it overflows the mouth of the measure (container).’ 

In examples 21), 22) and 23) all four events are going on chronologically, however the last 
conjunction is ɨ dɨde ‘and then’ to indicate it is the final event.  

 24) Sɨ ɨta ket ga b’ɨtiauneny, ɨɨɨɨ ti ɨta-emb ulpot yɨm-ɨnd, ɨɨɨɨ 
then she PRF basket hang and her be-INTEN fire.stick hand-LOC and 

  ddddɨɨɨɨdededede ket yongg koira koira y-omɨny, ɨɨɨɨ menon y-okas bod 
  then PRF dog whisper whisper ABSsg-make and going ABSsg-take creek 

  oksɨk-am. 
  scrape-INF 

‘And then she hangs a basket (on her head), and the firestick is in her hand, and then she whispers 
to call the dog, and she goes to the creek to scrape (poison).’ 

In example 24) the first three events are one list about preparing to make a trip, and the 
conjunction ɨ dɨde ‘and then’ precedes the last event clause of that list. However even though the last 
event of the sentence, making the trip to the creek, is the final clause and is different from the former 
events, the conjunction ɨ dɨde ‘and then’ does not occur because it is not natural to use a heavy 

conjunction continually. Therefore the conjunction dɨde ‘then’ is omitted to make it light. 
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When a different kind of event starts, kwa ‘then, again’ will follow after the additive 

conjunction ɨ ‘and’ or ɨ dɨde ‘and and’, while no conjunction occurs when the same kind of events 
are listed as in example 25) below. 

 25) Sɨ God-te Tina onggɨtiam wɨko ket b’ogɨl omɨny, ɨɨɨɨ    kwakwakwakwa 
then God-NOMsg His this work PRF good make, and then 

  sɨn yɨr ɨpk-a n-i-iny, ØØØØ wang n-i-iny onggɨtiam wɨko 

  we eye cut-NR ABS1-bring-ABSpl ØØØØ escort ABS1-bring-ABSpl this work 

  omnɨk-a-nd ngɨrpu ra Yesu t-ɨtenj dem. 
  make-NR-LOC until if/when Yesu IRL-return will 

‘God will bless this His work, and then will be taking care of us, Ø Ø Ø Ø will be escorting (us) in doing 
this work until Jesus returns.’ 

 26) Onggɨt kak ke, nɨnda-p ul esɨk-am wu-o-nj ddddɨɨɨɨdededede  
that back from some-NOMpl wood collect-INF go-RM.PST-3plSU and 

  ngaia utar-am, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede    kwakwakwakwa nɨnda kopa esɨk-am wu-o-nj. 
  light peel-INF and and then some container collect-INF go-RM.PST-3plSU 

‘After that, some people went to collect firewood and to peel tree bark for light, and then some 
people went to collect containers.’ 

In the first clause of example 26), some people went for two different purposes: to collect 
firewood and to peel tree bark, so dɨde ‘and, then’ occurs to emphasise those two different purposes. 

And there was another different important event, so the double additive conjunction ɨ dɨde ‘and then’ 

occurs with kwa ‘again’. 

2.2 Contrastive conjunctions ajajajajɨɨɨɨ ‘but’ and aiaiaiai ‘but’ 

The contrastive conjunction ajɨ ‘but’ and ai ‘but’ usually occur between clauses.  

2.2.1 ajajajajɨɨɨɨ ‘but’ 

The contrastive conjunction ajɨ ‘but’ mostly occurs in between contrastive clauses.  

 27) Ma da sisɨl rɨga ajajajajɨɨɨɨ kesam rɨga ye-p-im re umɨr Jora  
not that new people but old people who-NOMpl-ABSpl RL knowledge Jora 

  ɨtang-a. 
  sing-NR 

‘It is not young people but old people who know how to sing Jora songs.’ 

In example 27) the contrastive conjunction ajɨ ‘but’ occurs in between two noun phrases, 
however in the context they are not separate noun phrases but it is simply expressing the fact that it is 
not ‘young people’ but it is the ‘old people’. 

The contrastive conjunction ajɨ ‘but’ shows a difference between two clauses or somewhat 
changes the situation from the first one as in example 28). 
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 28) Ton re owɨnk-ɨto tin erken-am nɨnda yɨt puam. AjAjAjAjɨɨɨɨ ton ket 
they RL stand-PM.RM.PST3pl him ask-INF some word sound but he PRF 

  kao b’-ɨtnɨk-o-nj, ɨ b’-ɨgekit-a yɨt amn-in-o-nj. 
  crooked RFL-stretch-RM.PST-3sgSU and RFL-ask-NR word say-ABSpl-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘They stood to ask him some words. But he stretched (gesturing to ask a question), and asked 
them.’ 

 

 29) Ɨ re ket ti mog b’eat y-ogn-o-nj, ɨ ket ti  
and RL PRF his mother wallaby ABSsg-cook-RM.PST-3sgSU and PRF his 

  mog-ɨnd ti b’ɨga w-omn-o-nj da “Man nangga mop 
  mother-LOC his child ABS3sgF-say-RM.PST-3sgSU that you what head 

  pe-na koina gɨm so y-omn-yɨt?” AjAjAjAjɨɨɨɨ ti mog 
  reason-ABS.PST my skin fire ABS3sg-make-2sgSU but his mother 

  y-omn-o-nj da “Sɨ nok pe-na kon so 
  ABS3sg-say-RM.PST-3sgSU that then that.unsp reason-ABS.PST I fire 

  y-omn-yɨn da ma kon singi en da rɨga wɨp-ɨnd gɨrem b’ɨga 
  ABS3sg-make-1sgSU that not I want ABS1sg that man face-LOC snake child 

  m-ɨtɨbn-yɨt, ajajajajɨɨɨɨ ma-da ɨja-na opi re rɨga re dɨde.” 
  ABS2sg-IRL.stay-2sgSU but you-also like.this-ABS.PST DXpl RL people RL and 

‘And then his mother cooked the wallaby, and then her son said to his mother that “Why did you 
burn my skin?” But his mother said to him that “This is why I burnt it: I don’t want you to stay a 
snake child before the people, but (I want) you to stay same as other people.”’ 

In example 29) the first contrastive conjunction shows different reasons between the son and the 
old woman, and the second one shows the different desires of the old woman. Note the use of re 

dɨde: it is on the phrase level, meaning in this instance “people like this”; it is not a conjunction here. 

The contrastive conjunction occurs between a positive clause and a negative clause, or between 
semantically contrastive clauses. 

 30) Meke! AjAjAjAjɨɨɨɨ goro b’usaia negɨr tamnɨkinyɨt! 
go but don’t again bad IRL-make-ABSpl-2sgSU 

‘Go! But don’t do bad things again!’ 

 31) Mobi-mna ngaia re mamamama danda-jog e, ajajajajɨɨɨɨ otmanti e, dɨde ngɨmblakak.  
moon-PSS light REL not strong-very ABSsg but beautiful ABSsg and nice 

‘The light of the moon is not very strong, but is beautiful and nice. 

 32) Ton ket b’obogɨl y-ɨtapnen-o-nj, ɨ y-onguat-o-nj 
he PRF well ABSsg-watch-RM.PST-3sgSU and ABSsg-recognise-RM.PST-3sgSU 

  da mamamama tɨb pok na, ajajajajɨɨɨɨ kemba na. 
  that not grass shoot ABS.PST but banana ABS.PST 

‘He watched it well, and he recognised that it was not a grass shoot but was a banana.’ 
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 33) Sɨ re y-ik-o-nj us wa, ton re onggɨt tungg-ɨnd 
then when ABSsg-go-RM.PST-3sgSU near to he REL that village-LOC 

  yɨpa b’angen-a b’ange-na mid na y-ɨbɨm, ajajajajɨɨɨɨ to-da re walapu 
  one bite-NR bite-NR old.man ABS.PST ABSsg-stay but he-also REL garden 

  wa na onggɨt wɨn-ɨnd. 
  to ABS.PST that time-LOC 

‘Then when he went close to (the village), he was a human-eating old man at that village, but he 
went to the garden at that time.’ 

 34) Sɨ kon ket yɨpa tab y-okat-o-nd dɨde moleg-ɨm  
then I PRF one part ABS3sg-take-RM.PST-1sgSU and old.woman-DAT 

  w-ii-a-o-nd, ajajajajɨɨɨɨ ton pop moleg da “Nangga ma 
  ABS3sgF-take-BEN-RM.PST-1sgSU but she trying old.woman that what for 

  jɨ mo-da m-ebn-au.” AjAjAjAjɨɨɨɨ kon da “B’ogle ko-da ɨta yɨpa tab.” 
  PrM you-also ABS2sg-stay-BEN but I that good I-also DXsg one part 

‘Then I took one part and I took (one part) for the old woman, but she, the old woman, said that 
“Never mind, it is for you.” But I said that “Good, I have one part too.”’ 

In examples 30-32) the contrastive conjunction occurs between a positive clause and a negative 
clause.  

However in example 33) when he went to the village, the speaker expects that the human-eating 
old man will stay in the village, but he went to the garden. So the contrastive conjunction indicates 
that the expectation is missed.  

In example 34) the speaker wanted to give a part of the pineapple to the old woman, but she 
rejected it. And even though she rejected it, he urged her to accept it. Therefore those two contrastive 
conjunctions conjoin between two opposite semantic conceptions. 

 35) Onggɨt rɨgat Tompaipai-ɨnd umɨr y-omn-o-nj da “Yɨpa 
that man Tompaipai-LOC knowledge ABS3sg-say-RM.PST-3sgSU that one 

  ngɨmngai e oraka w-ien-yɨn, ajajajajɨɨɨɨ ton ɨtomb re suaina 
  girl ABSsg finding ABS3sgF-bring-1sgSU but she DXsgF REL our 

  tungg mopiam ma b’ɨga o.” AjAjAjAjɨɨɨɨ ton ke b’edamkis-ɨm, sɨ ade 
  village leader for child ABSsgF but she already lost-YD.PST then there 

  gony mena sɨpa wa wik-o-nj, ɨta-emb gɨremɨt 
  bath for sea to go-RM.PST-3sgSU DXsg-INTEN snake 

  w-okat-o-nj. 
  ABS3sgF-take-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘That man informed Tompaipai that “I am looking for one girl, but she is the daughter of our 
village leader.” But she already was lost: she went to the sea to bathe, and there a snake took her.’ 

In the quotation of example 35) the contrastive conjunction shows the difference between an 
ordinary girl and a special girl. And the second contrastive conjunction shows a contrast to the 
possibility of finding the girl. Semantically the quotation gives a positive while the last sentence gives 
a negative because she was already lost, taken by a snake. 
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2.2.2 aiaiaiai ‘but’ 

The contrastive conjunction ai ‘but’ also mostly occurs between contrastive clauses in the same 

way as ajɨ ‘but’. It is hard to say what is the difference in usage between these two contrastive 
conjunctions. The tendency of the speaker will decide which one to use. 

 36) Kon ke yɨr y-ong-o-nd paja tungg ke, aiaiaiai maike 
I already eye ABS3sg-see-RM.PST-1sgSU far village from but not.yet 

  y-onguat-o-nd. 
  ABS3sg-recognise-RM.PST-1sgSU 

‘I saw him from far away, but I did not recognise him.’ 

 37) Rɨnggɨt ul bora nat ui yɨbnonj re, ul ma seo na, aiaiaiai 
which tree hole inside honey was REL tree not strong ABS.PST but 

  ɨte-mb yɨbnonj da bodakak. Sisɨl re ket yapa 
  DXsg-INTEN was that soft new when PRF ax 

  y-engau-o-nd, ul ɨtra b’akangk-a yek. AiAiAiAi kea kon gɨm 
  ABSsg-use-RM.PST-1sgSU tree DXsg split-NR went but already I skin 

  moga au-o-nd rɨja na re ul auk-o-nj yapa 
  fear become-RM.PST-1sgSU how ABS.PST REL tree become-RM.PST-3sgSU ax 

  ingain-a wɨngɨr-ɨnd. 
  use-NR time-LOC 

‘The tree which contained honey was not strong, but it was soft. When I first used the axe, the tree 
was splitting. But I already was becoming fearful about what was happening while using the axe.’ 

In example 37) the first ai ‘but’ occurs in between different concepts, and the second one occurs 
in an unexpected situation. If the tree splits, then it is usually very nice to take honey, but this 
particular splitting was causing unexpected things to happen. 

 38) Man maike y-omnɨk-o-t b’ila, aiaiaiai ra samɨt dor  
you not.yet ABSsg-make-RM.PST-2sgSU long.ago but if happiness will 

  m-otkas, b’ogla m-itɨngau dor omnɨk-am. 
  ABS2sg-take.IRL good ABS2sg-use.IRL will make-INF 

‘You did not do it before, but if happiness will overwhelm you, it will make you to do it.’  

The conjunction ai ‘but’ shows the difference of situation between the two clauses in example 38). 

 39) Tua komkisa gasa rɨrɨr na weken-o-nj, aiaiaiai ɨna 
them all thing enough ABS.PST stay-RM.PST-3plSU but only 

  auɨr ɨtre da kobɨrgɨm kongga wa tua rɨrɨr na komkisa 
  nothing which that clothes woman pl.DAT their enough ABS.PST all 

  tuaina gɨm b’ɨsuangk-am ainy, aiaiaiai bebɨgjog na rɨga wa. 
  their skin cover-INF become but heavy.very ABS.PST men pl.DAT 

‘Everything was enough for them, but only clothes were inadequate for women to cover all of their 
skin, but it was very hard for the people (to get them).’ 
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In example 39) the first ai ‘but’ occurs between ‘enough’ and ‘nothing’, and the second one 
occurs between different situations. 

 40) Sɨ seg n-ek-o-nd de us wa gani kɨma, ɨ ket yɨpa naska 
then finished ABS1-go-RM.PST-1sgSU there near to gun with and PRF one first 

  y-ɨp-o-nd. Ɨ ɨngkek ket kwa yɨpa ti-daka 
  ABSsg-shoot-RM.PST-1sgSU and from.here PRF then one him-also 

  y-ɨp-o-nd. AiAiAiAi rɨna re yɨmta y-ɨp-o-nd, maka 
  ABSsg-shoot-RM.PST-1sgSU but which RL later ABSsg-shoot-RM.PST-1sgSU not 

  onggɨt wɨn-ɨnd ton uj au-o-nj wanaka. 
  this time-LOC it dead become-RM.PST-3sgSU quickly 

‘And then I went close to there with a gun, and then shot one first. And after that again I shot the 
other one too. But the one I shot later did not die quickly at that time.’ 

In example 40) the conjunction ai ‘but’ occurs to show the deer he shot first was dead but the 

one he shot later was not dead. Therefore we can explain that the conjunction ai ‘but’ occurs in 
between a negative event and a positive event. 

 41) Ɨ seg wanaka kon menon y-okat-o-nd de pɨpmet wa 
and finished quickly I walking ABSsg-take-RM.PST-1sgSU there place to 

  yongg oront-am, aiaiaiai seg kea ton kor yɨmta ke yɨpa uj 
  dog go.and.bring-INF but finished already it/he my.DAT later by one dead 

  au-o-nj. 
  become-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘And then I quickly went to the place to bring a dog, but behind me it had already died.’ 

 42) Kon kea nɨmog ep-en, ai am-ia erar-en de yap wa. 
I already two shoot-1sgSU but DXinvis-dl leave-1sgSU there grassland to 

‘I had already shot two (deer), but left them there in the grassland.’ 

Example 41) continues example 40). The author wanted to catch the second deer with dogs, but 
it was dead so he did not need to bring dogs. Therefore the conjunction ai ‘but’ in example 41) 
occurs in an unexpected situation, the same as example 42). 

 43) Ai b’ɨga-t re pop au-iny, seg ma rɨrɨr-jog  na   
but child-NOMsg RL wished eat-ABSpl finished not enough-INTEN ABS.PST 

  ket, aiaiaiai kea danda kisa-jog au. 
  PRF but already strength without-INTEN become 

‘But the child wished to eat them, then it really was not possible, but already he had really lost 
strength.’ 

In example 43) the first conjunction ai ‘but’ shows contrast with the former sentence. However 

the second ai ‘but’ does not show the contrast between two clauses, because the content of the 
second clause and the third clause are same. Therefore the conjunction shows the contrast between 
the first clause and both the second one and the third one. And ai ‘but’ precedes the last clause to put 
the focus on the event of the last clause. 
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 44) Sɨpa yɨr ongong umɨr rɨga-p ton jaba n-omn-ɨto da 
sea eye biting knowledge people-NOMpl they just ABS1-do-PM.RM.PST3pl that 

  piro e ik, aiaiaiai ton ma piro na, uro uam na. 
  rain ABSsg come but it not rain ABS.PST wave sound ABS.PST 

‘Those people who have seen the sea, they just said that rain is coming, but it was not rain, it was 
the sound of waves.’ 

 45) AjAjAjAjɨɨɨɨ onggɨtiam mɨle re ma negɨr e, aiaiaiai b’ɨsnaw-a mɨle e  
but that practice RL not bad ABSsg but respect-NR practice ABSsg 

  omnɨk-am moina galam rɨga wa pɨlwa nokɨp man tuaina ngɨmɨr 
  make-NR your taboo people pl.DAT to because you their sister 

  o w-i-en-yɨt kongga-m. 
  ABS.3sgF ABS3sgF-bring-REP-2sgSU wife-DAT 

‘But that practice is not bad, but is to make a respectful attitue towards your taboo people because 
you are bringing their sister as your wife.’ 

 46) Ton singi e aiaiaiai kon ma singi en. 
3NOM want ABS3sg but 1sgNOM NEG want ABS1 

‘He wants it but I don’t want it.’ 

The conjunction ai ‘but’ occurs in between a positive clause and a negative clause in the three 
examples 44), 45) and 46) above. 

2.3 Alternative conjunction oooo ‘or’ 

The alternative conjunction o ‘or’ is used as a phrasal or as a clausal conjunction. When a list of 

phrases or clauses occur alternatively, the alternative conjunction o ‘or’ occurs between each clause 
or each phrase, or sometimes all will be omitted except the last one. See examples below: 

 47) Sokak kɨma e, oooo yɨrkɨp kɨma e, oooo mɨndarka opima ti 
   nose with ABSsg or eye with ABSsg or lest DXpl 3sgDAT 

   orkak? 
tooth 

‘Does it have a nose, or eyes, or does it have teeth?’ 

 48) Y-okat-e yepa nena, kemba oooo lamiap. 
ABS3sg-take.sg-IMPsg one only banana or papaya 

‘Take only one, banana or papaya!’ 
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 49) Ɨ ra odede da uj rɨga waina gasa t-auk-anj, ɨ  
and if/when like.this that dead people their thing IRL-become-PM.PRES3pl and 

  rada pingg, nɨm, oooo nɨnda tuaina gasa. 
  if bow, arrow, or other their thing 

‘And if something like that becomes dead people’s things, for example bows, arrows or other 
things of theirs. 

The alternative conjunction o ‘or’ occurs in between two noun phrases as in examples 47), 48) 
and 49). However in examples 48) and 49) it is omitted except before the final one. 

The alternative conjunction o ‘or’ also occurs in between postpositional clauses as in example 
50) and in between clauses as in examples 51) and 52) below. 

 50) Makwa ken yet yɨt ke ɨrmek-a n-i-en-o-nj 
never me who.NOMsg word from/by support-NR ABS1-bring-REP-RM.PST-3sgSU 

  sosi wɨp iyoi rɨga ke oooo tungg wɨp iyoi rɨga ke, makwa. 
  church face bringing man from or village face bringing man from never 

‘Nobody was supporting me with words, from among church leaders or from among village 
leaders, never.’ 

 51) Kon sobijog onggɨtiam y-isɨpkis-ɨn koina rɨja e wɨp wɨko, oooo 
I little this ABSsg-explain-1sgSU my how ABSsg kind work or 

  rɨja na wɨp b’ɨga baram ke n-etk-o-nd, koina

 yɨrkokar 
  how ABS.PST kind child little from ABS1-come-RM.PST-1sgSU my life 

  ngɨrpu yu kon ɨte wɨko-nd n-ɨbn-yɨn. 
  until today I DXsg work-LOC ABS1-stay-1sgSU 

‘I’ll explain a little bit what my work is like, or how my life came (has come) from when I was a 
little child until today when now I am working.’ 

 52) Yɨpa onguat-a ɨja-emb. Ɨ man ra rɨtade ra m-ek-et, 
one recognise-NR like.this-INTEN and you if how if ABS2sg-go-2sgSU 

  oooo yena ra yɨr ong-et, oooo wɨpwɨp omɨny, b’ogla ngong 
  or who.ACC if eye bite-2sgSU, or face.to.face make must/should laugh 

  ke omn-yɨt, oooo ngong kɨma r-auɨk. 
  by do-2sgSU or laugh with HORT-become 

‘It is the one way to figure (it) out. And however you go or whomever you see, or meet face to 
face, you must/should do (it) with laughter, or (otherwise) let him laugh.’ 
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 53) Ka, yonggiam mor ita wɨn-ɨnd nony ama de, sɨtawar usnit-e 
no owner your every time-LOC thinking DXsg there morning rise-HORTsg 

  gujo ke y-esai, ɨtara seg, kak ngɨndngɨnd 
  coconut with ABS3sg-rub-HORTsg until finished bone shining 

  y-amnɨk. OOOO iien-a seg re, piropiro re, goro jabajaba 
  ABS3sg-make.HORTsg or taking finished when rainy when don’t emptily 

  b’ɨtɨskanjit-a! Ɨnggkaemb man pingg negɨr omnɨk-et. 
  throw-IMP.pl from.that you bow bad make-2sgSU 

‘No, your master’s thinking is always there, in the morning he may get up and rub with coconut 
(milk), and may make the bow bone shine. Or after using when it was rainy, don’t just put it away! 
From that practice you will destroy your bow.’ 

In example 53) the first sentence explains what an owner of a bow needs to do every day, 
however the second sentence explains what he should do in a rainy situation after using the bow. 
Therefore the alternative conjunction o ‘or’ shows the difference between two situations. 

2.4 Result conjunction ssssɨɨɨɨ ‘so, then, and’ 

The conjunction sɨ ‘then, and, so’ is only used as a clausal conjunction, occurring sentence 
initially or clause initially. The encoded notion is ‘so’, ‘then’, ‘and then’ or ‘therefore’, indicating a 
result of the event which has been mentioned before, or concluding the logical events which have 
been mentioned before.  

 54) Kor taim ɨte-mb ket n-itk-ao, ssssɨɨɨɨ kon 
  1sgDAT time DXsg-INTEN PRF ABS1-come-BEN so 1sgNOM 

 t-erar-iny-ɨn ket. 
IRL-leave.nsg-ABSpl-1sgSU PRF 

  ‘Now my time is coming, so I am going to leave you.’ 

 55) Ajɨ tua undoi re makwa jog na ewas ɨ baram b’ɨga nena na, 
but their sister REL not many ABS.PST catch and little child only ABS.PST 

  ssssɨɨɨɨ ma sobijog na kear ke b’akas tilɨnggiam ɨ yɨrekɨp kɨma auɨk 
  so not little ABS.PST sorry by take herself and tear with become 

  re ti undoiwarɨp kear kear womneni. 
  when her sisters sorry sorry ABS3sgF-say-REP-3plSU 

‘But their sister did not catch many fish and only little ones, so/therefore she felt sorry for herself a 
lot and when her sisters said sorry to her, she cried.’ 

In both of examples 54) and 55) the conjunction sɨ gives the result of the first clause, so the 
encoded meaning will be ‘so’, ‘therefore’, or ‘so that’. 

The conjunction sɨ ‘then, and, so’ also occurs between events which are chronologically ordered 

as in example 56) below. In this case the perfect particle ket ‘PRF” usually follows the conjunction. 
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 56) Gony t-auren-anj ke ke ke ke. SSSSɨɨɨɨ ɨsamk-i ketketketket da ‘Wɨi, 
washing IRL-pour-PM.3pl PRF PRF PRF PRF then plan-3plSU PRF that now 

  imangena imangena im tuen-yɨn.’ 
  swimming swimming ABSpl go-1plSU 

‘They will be washing, washing… And then they will plan that ‘Now we will continue swimming.’ 

In many cases the conjunction sɨ ‘then, and, so’ occurs sentence initially without special 
information as in example 57) and the first occurrence of 58).  

 57) S: SSSSɨɨɨɨ ɨtemb da rum ileben, Ileben nok nat men n-okund-o-nda. 
S: and DXsg that room eleven eleven that.unsp in we ABS1-live-RM.PST-dlSU 

N: SSSSɨɨɨɨ ɨmɨnje, ɨmɨnje. SSSSɨɨɨɨ b’ogla. SSSSɨɨɨɨ rɨtade nitkonda sɨmena? 
  N: then true true well good then where ABS1-go-RM.PST-dlSU afternoon 

‘S: And it was room eleven, we lived at eleven. N: That’s right, right. Now well. Then where did 
we go in the afternoon?’ 

 58) SSSSɨɨɨɨ ton otomanti na. Nok ngai b’auyaini b’auyainai opima, ssssɨɨɨɨ 
well it nice ABS.PST that.unsp INTEN learning learning DXpl so 

  gɨm dɨnder kɨma na wɨp auk-o-nj tina yɨr ien-a. 
  skin laze with ABS.PST face become-RM.PST-3sgSU his  eye  bring-NR 

‘Well it was nice. (However he) was learning and learning, so his checking became an irritation.’ 

In many cases the conjunction sɨ ‘then, and, so’ combines with an additive conjunction ɨ ‘and’, 

but the function is the same as sɨ ‘then, and, so’ as in example 59) below. 

 59) Ɨ ma sobijog na koina yɨr mijag aen-o-nda mop nokɨp 
and not little ABS.PST my eye big become-RM.PST-dlSU head reason 

  re ton pɨ b’agog wuen-o-nj, ɨɨɨɨ    ssssɨɨɨɨ koina jɨ ɨja 
  REL it bird.sp stretch.wings go-RM.PST-3sgSU and then my body like.that 

  na aen-a yiken-o-nj re pɨ rɨja na b’ɨtiaken-a 
  ABS.PST become-NR go-RM.PST-3sgSU REL bird.sp how ABS.PST play-NR 

  wuen-o-nj. Ɨ    ssssɨɨɨɨ ket kor mog n-omn-o-nj da 
  go-RM.PST-3sgSU and then PRF my mother ABS1-say-RM.PST-3sgSU that 

  “Ka n-ik-ya!” 
  now ABS1-go-dlSU 

‘And my eyes became very big because birds were stretching wings, and so my body was 
becoming like that (imitating) how the birds were playing. And then my mother said to me, “Now 
let us go!”’ 

In example 59) the first conjunction phrase ɨ sɨ ‘and so, therefore’ shows the result of watching 
birds, and the second one shows chronological order. 

2.5  Finalising conjunction ngngngngɨɨɨɨrpurpurpurpu ‘until, lastly’ 

The conjunction ngɨrpu ‘until, lastly’ is usually used as a clausal conjunction, however it is also 
used as a phrasal conjunction as in example 60) below. 
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 60) Kon peba engenden-a wɨko e omnɨk-a y-i-enen-yɨn ngngngngɨɨɨɨrpurpurpurpu yu. 
I book translate-NR work ABSsg make-NR ABS3sg-bring-REP-1sgSU until  today 

‘I have been doing translation work of books until  now.’ 

The conjunction ngɨrpu ‘until, lastly’ precedes the final event of a list, and shows that it is the 

final event of the list. In many cases ngɨrpu ‘until, lastly’ combines with ket ‘then’ to show that the 
last event is coming chronologically or logically. When a event changes from general to very 
important, then the conjunction ngɨrpu ‘until, lastly’ precedes the important event and gives tension 
as in example 61) below. 

 61) Ɨ sɨ ita bibɨr re sobijog b’ɨga kɨlɨm wa gony auren-am  
and then every day REL little child river to washing pour-INF 

  wu-enen-o-nj, ngngngngɨɨɨɨrpurpurpurpu b’ɨga gony-ɨm wu-o-nj kɨlɨm wa 
  go-REP-RM.PST-3plSU until  child washing-DAT go-RM.PST-3plSU river to 

  yɨpa bibɨr-ɨnd. 
  one day-LOC 

‘And then every day little children were going to the creek to wash, until  one day children went to 
the creek to wash. 

 62) Ɨ seg re ket ton au, ɨ ton ket gasa emj-iny, dɨde 
and finished when PRF she become and she PRF thing take-ABSpl and 

  kikitumjog b’ɨga w-etaingis, ɨ ket ii kɨma nya yɨmai. Konggat wik 
  last child ABS3sgF-turn and PRF cry with road follow woman go 

  re ket, ngngngngɨɨɨɨrpurpurpurpu tungg openj ti kɨmɨr wa pɨlwa. 
  when PRF until  village arrive her brother pl.DAT to 

‘And after that when she arrived, and then she took things, and turned back to the very last-born 
girl, and then went along the road crying. When the woman went, until  she arrived at the village 
where her brothers were.’ 

If a woman has a big problem with her husband or family-in-law, she will go to her brother to 
ask help. Therefore culturally the last event, reaching her brothers, is a very important event for the 
woman in example 62) above, and the conjunction ngɨrpu ‘until, lastly’ precedes the important event. 

 63) Seg re ket, moleg ti mog goja kap ɨtan-a yieny.  
finished when PRF old.woman his mother quickly oven make-NR ABSsg-bring 

  Ɨ moleg goja goja gasa omnɨk-a eien-iny. NgNgNgNgɨɨɨɨrpurpurpurpu ketketketket 
  and old.woman quickly quickly thing make-NR take-ABSpl until  PRF 

  moleg ti mog kiar kɨma kap ɨjga yieny. 
  old.woman his mother sorry with oven open-NR ABSsg-take 

‘After that the old woman, his mother, is making an oven quickly. And the old woman is making 
things very quickly. Until  the old woman his mother is opening the oven with sorrow.’ 

In example 63), events of oven cooking are going on chronologically, and the last event is 
opening the oven. Therefore the conjunction ngɨrpu ‘until, lastly’ precedes the last event to show that 
it is the final event of the list. 
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 64) Sɨ kon ket goja yɨra kai ke w-ɨjobɨk-a-o-nd. 
then I PRF quickly wound string with ABS3sgF-bind-BEN-RM.PST-1sgSU 

  NgNgNgNgɨɨɨɨrpurpurpurpu ket kap wa w-omn-o-nd, ɨ menon 
  until  PRF shoulder to ABSsgF-do-RM.PST-1sgSU and trip 

  y-okat-o-nda met wa. 
  ABSsg-take-RM.PST-dlSU house to 

‘Then I bound the wound with a string. Until  I put her on my shoulder, and went to the house.’ 

In example 63) the conjunction ngɨrpu ‘until, lastly’ precedes ‘put her on the shoulder’ to 
emphasise it. 

2.6 Completive conjunction segsegsegseg ‘finished’  

The completive conjunction seg ‘finished’ is a clausal conjunction and it shows that a list of 
events is completed and goes on to the next event. 

In many cases the conjunction seg ‘finished’ combines with the perfect particle ket ‘PRF’ or re 

ket ‘when then’ to show that events are listed in chronological order or that it is a temporal 
conjunction. See example 65) below and also the realis temporal conjunction section 7.1. 

 65) Sɨ toda ɨtomb jɨ ngɨmngai b’ɨga yɨr nena wikeny re ti undoiwar 
then she.also DXsgF PrM girl child eye only go when her sister.pl 

  wetaweta aukanj, ɨ ma sobijog na kiar ke b’akas. 
  separation become-PM.PRES3pl and not little ABS.PST sorry with RFL-take 

  SegSegSegSeg toda ket bojog wa wik, ɨ kedo b’ɨskena wikeny. Ɨ re 
  finished she.also PRF creek to go and fishing.rod throw go and when 

  tua kedo b’ɨskenand lomkongga re ket ta sɨmana-jog. Ɨ 
  their fishing.rod throwing-LOC sun REL PRF to afternoon-INTEN and 

  sesesesegggg komkisa ngɨmngai b’ɨga ara b’ɨmonenanj, ɨ bobo 
  finished all girl child voice call-PM.PRES3pl and group 

  aukanj ket. SegSegSegSeg rererere    ketketketket komkisa tuaina kabum opeka 
  become-PM.PRES3pl PRF finished when PRF all their fish take.out 

  eienanj. 
  bring-PM.PRES3pl 

‘Then that girl only looked around when her sisters separated, and she herself felt very sorry. 
Finished (then) she also went to the creek, and was casting the fishing rod. And while they were 
throwing their fishing rod, the sun moved to the late afternoon. And finished (then) all girls called 
each other, and gathered together. After that they are taking out all of their fish.’ 

In example 65) above the girl went to the creek when all of her sisters had already gone to the 
creek, therefore the first and the second conjunction seg ‘finished’ shows the completion of a list of 

events. And the last conjunction seg ‘finished’ combines with re ket ‘when then’ and becomes a 
realis temporal conjunction.  

The conjunction seg ‘finished’ also indicates a paragraph break as in example 66) below. 
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 66) Rɨga weken-o-nj Podar-ɨnd, bila rɨga. 
man stay.pl-RM.PST-3sgSU Podar-LOC old.time man 

SegSegSegSeg yam b'ɨga, leo b'ɨga nena, ton gony-ɨm auren-en-t-o 
  finished uninitiated child male child only they bath-DAT pour-REP-ABSpl-RM.PST 

  Podemar wa. Sɨ  ɨtemb yepa  b'ɨga Bobosim, ton Podemar wa na 
  Podemar to so  DXsg one  child Bobosim he Podemar to ABS.PST 

  y-ɨbn-o-nj. Ra b'ɨga ui gony-ɨm, ton ket tur-eny. 
  ABS3sg-stay-RM.PST-3sgSU if child go.pl bath-DAT he PRF rise-REP 

  SegSegSegSeg ik yuru wa ket, sɨ yam b'ɨga komkisa ket ti teskak 
  finished come side to PRF so uninitiated child all PRF his backbone 

  kumb wa t-angurk-anj. 
  top to IRL-put.on-PM.PRES3pl 

‘People lived at Podar village, the old-time people.  

And then uninitiated children, boys only, they used to wash at Podemar. So, right there one boy, 
Bobosim, lived at Podemar.  

And then if children came to wash, he  would come out of the water. Then he would come to the 
side and put all the uninitiated children on his back.’ 

3. REASON AND RESULT 

The reason and result construction is somewhat complicated in Wipi.  

There are two reason particles, map ‘because’ and p ‘reason, cause’. The former one occurs just 
after the noun it modifies as in example 66) below.  

 67) Sɨ kon tina yɨt mapmapmapmap komkisa mɨle amnɨk-enen-in-yɨn. 
then I his word because all practices make-REP-ABSpl-1sgSU 

‘And I am doing all practices because of his word.’ 

The cause is given as a peripheral phrase within the main clause.  

The other reason particle occurs in many kinds of conjunction constructions which we will 
discuss in the subsections under this section. 

3.1 Interrogative reason conjunction 

Question words such as nangga ‘what’ and rɨdede ‘like how/what’ combine with an optional 

mop ‘head, reason’ and the reason particle p ‘reason/cause’ to make an interrogative reason/cause 
conjunction in an interrogative sentence. Whenever it joins together a conjunction phrase, the 
reason/cause particle p will employ an absolutive marker such as e, i, im, na2 and in between those 

two a vowel will be inserted, -a- for today past present tense and future as in examples 68) and 69), 

and -e- for yesterday past and remote past as in example 70). 

                                                           
2 ibid. pp27-30 
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When the unknown reason the speaker wants to know is emphasised, the word mop ‘head, 
reason’ follows optionally after the question word. See example 69) below. 

The interrogative conjunction functions as unknown reason/cause for the result clause. 

This interrogative conjunction structure is shown below: 

nangganangganangganangga ‘what’ or rrrrɨɨɨɨdededededededede ‘how’ (mop ‘head’mop ‘head’mop ‘head’mop ‘head’) + pppp ‘reason, cause’+ ABS + (intensifier) + result 
clause?  

 68) Nany nangga panangga panangga panangga pa----eeee man tungg ongonjen-a 
  elder.sibling what reason/cause-ABS3sg you village fix-NR 

  y-i-en-yɨt? 
ABS3sg-take.away-REP-2sgSU 

‘Elder brother, why do you fix/clean the village?’ 

 69) Rɨdede papapapa----eeee----mbmbmbmb kon auɨr-ɨm ewɨk-in-yɨn? 
how reason/cause-ABS3sg-INTEN I nothing-DAT fish-ABSpl-1sgSU 

‘Why (what kind of reason) do I fish for nothing?’ 

 70) Man nangga mop pepepepe----nananana koina gɨm so y-omn-yɨt? 
you what head reason/cause-ABS.PST my skin burning ABS3sgM-make-2sgSU 

‘Why (what big reason/cause) did you burn my skin?’ 

This interrogative reason conjunction also indicates a rhetorical question for emphasising to give 
more a positive meaning like ‘of course’ when responding to a negative question. 

 71) RRRRɨɨɨɨngmangmangmangma maka ton onggɨt b’angga y-ong-o-nj?  
how not he that meat ABS3sgM-eat/bite-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘Why, didn’t he eat that meat?’ 

 72) NanggaNanggaNanggaNangga    pepepepe----nananana     (maka y-ong-o-nj)? 
what reason-ABS.PST (not ABS3sgM-eat/bite-RM.PST-3sgSU) 

‘Why didn’t he eat/bite it? (Yes/of course, he ate)’ 

Summary chart of the interrogative reason conjunction: 

interrogative reason conjunction (REASON CLAUSE) RESULT CLAUSE? 

interrogative 
pronoun 

reason/cause ABS intensifier tense of the result clause  

nangga (mop) pa e/i/im (e)mb TD.PST/ all FUT 

/r�dede (mop) pe na mb YD.PST/ RM.PST 

 

3.2 Reason conjunction 

A descriptive reason/cause clause employs an uncertain demonstrative noun nok combining 

with a reason/cause particle p as in example 73) below. Then if the unknown reason the speaker talks 
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about is emphasised, a word mop ‘head, reason’ is put at the beginning of the conjunction phrase as 
in example 74) below. The descriptive reason/cause clause/sentence follows the result 
clause/sentence. The reason/cause conjunction (mop ‘head’) nokɨp ‘because’ introduces a 
reason/result clause. 

The descriptive reason/cause clause structure is shown below: 

(mop) + nok + p + reason/cause clause  

 

 73) Mep sɨtawar sɨwɨny bora-nd, meraina sopapu eskis-ɨt dem,  
 tomorrow morning darkness hole-LOC, our garden visit-2sgSU will.RM.FUT,  

  noknoknoknokɨɨɨɨpppp b’om-ɨp opima wɨr ouou ei-en-anj.  
because pig-NOM.pl DXpl taro eating take.away-REP-PM.PRES.3pl 

‘Tomorrow morning in darkness, go to see our garden, because pigs are eating taros.’ 

 74) Moleg ti mog ma sobijog sam na au, 
  old.woman his mother not little happy ABS.PST become 

mopmopmopmop    noknoknoknokɨɨɨɨpppp makwa yɨpa kɨma b’angga na tua ebn-a-iny 
  head because never one with meat ABS.PST them stay-BEN-ABSpl 

  ongong-ɨm. 
eating-DAT 

‘The old woman his mother became very happy, because no meat was there/stayed for them to 
eat/bite.’ 

Summary chart of the reason conjunction: 

RESULT CLAUSE  (mop) nokɨp REASON CLAUSE 

 

3.3 Result conjunction 

The conjunction sɨ ‘so, then’ itself is a result conjunction. It can express a result of an action or a 
thing. It also combines with other causal phrases to express the result. The result conjunction follows 
the reason clause. 

The result clause structure is shown below: 

ssssɨɨɨɨ ‘so’ + (onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨtttt ‘that’/odede ‘like this’ + pppp ‘reason’ + ABS + intensitive) + clause = result clause 

 75) Ɨ maka tua undoiwar-ɨp nangga gasa na agon-to. 
And not their sisters-NOMpl what thing ABS.PST give-PM.RM.PST.3pl 

‘And their sisters did not give them anything.’ 

  SSSSɨɨɨɨ re ket mɨle auk-o-nj unduata-pu wa, nɨnda 
  So when PRF practice become-RM.PST-3sgSU finishing-place ALL, some 

  kongga wa ma singi kɨma na auk-o-nj. 
woman pl.DAT not want with ABS.PST become-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘So when the practice was almost finished, some women did not want (that practice).’ 
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In example 75) above the two sentences are plain explanation and the result conjunction sɨ ‘so’ 
indicates how the result happened. 

 76) Ɨ re ket mɨle auk-o-nj unduata-pu wa, nɨnda 
  and when PRF practice become-RM.PST-3sgSU finishing-place ALL, some 

  kongga wa ma singi kɨma na auk-o-nj,  
woman pl.DAT not want with ABS.PST become-RM.PST-3sgSU 

  mopmopmopmop    noknoknoknokɨɨɨɨpppp maka tua undoiwar-ɨp nangga gasa na agon-to. 
head because not their sisters-NOMpl what thing ABS.PST give-PM.RM.PST.3pl 

‘And when the practice was almost finished, some women did not want (that practice), because 
their sisters did not give them anything.’ 

 77) Ɨ    maka tua undoiwar-ɨp nangga gasa na agon-to. 
and not their sisters-NOMpl what thing ABS.PST give-PM.RM.PST.3pl 

  SSSSɨɨɨɨ    onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨtttt    pepepepe----nananana----mbmbmbmb re ket mɨle auk-o-nj 
  so that reason/cause-ABS.PST-INTEN when PRF practice become-RM.PST-3sgSU 

unduata-pu wa, nɨnda kongga wa ma singi kɨma na 
  finishing-place ALL, some woman pl.DAT not want with ABS.PST 

  auk-o-nj.  
become-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘And their sisters did not give them anything. Therefore (so because of that) when the practice was 
almost finished, some women did not want (that practice).’ 

In Wipi culture if something has happened, people want to find out the reason because they 
need to decide how they can take further action about it. Therefore the result conjunction phrase sɨ 

onggɨt penamb ‘so because of that (reason)’ in example 77) also indicates a reason-oriented result. In 
people’s everyday speaking, they use both the reason conjunction structure and the result conjunction 
structure equally. However if the speaker uses a reason conjunction structure as in example 76), the 
result will be emphasised, and if he uses a result conjunction structure as in example 77), the reason 
will be emphasised because people speak of the thing they focus on first, then they omit other things 
about that focus. 

Summary chart of the result conjunction: 

REASON  result conjunction RESULT 

CLAUSE sɨ onggɨt pa e/i/im (e)mb CLAUSE 

  odede pe na mb  

 

3.4 Reason conjunction separated from the reason cl ause 

The reason conjunction can be separated by the conjunction da ‘that’ and it can occur either in 
the sentence-initial position before the result clause or in the middle of the sentence after the result 
clause. The reason conjunction is there as a reason for the result and the final clause which is 
introduced by da ‘that’ is giving the reason.  

The separated reason conjunction structure is shown below: 
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(mo(mo(mo(mop) onggp) onggp) onggp) onggɨɨɨɨtttt /odedeodedeodedeodede /nok + (mop) + pmop) + pmop) + pmop) + p + ABS + intensitive + da + reason clause 

This separated reason conjunction employs an optional mop ‘head, reason’ and an uncertain 

pronoun nok ‘that.unsp’, demonstrative onggɨt ‘that/this’ or manner adverb odede ‘like that’ which is 

followed by the reason/cause particle p ‘reason/cause’.  

 

 78) Ton sap-otenj, mopmopmopmop    noknoknoknok    papapapa----eeee----mbmbmbmb da gou re 
  he fall-Ø head that.unsp reason/cause-ABSsg-INTEN that ground RL 

  oba kal e. 
very slippery ABS3sg 

‘He fell, because the ground is very slippery.’ 

 79) MopMopMopMop    noknoknoknok    papapapa----eeee----mbmbmbmb ton sap-otenj da gou re oba 
  head that.unsp reason/cause-ABSsg-INTEN he fall-Ø that ground RL very 

  kal e. 
slippery ABS3sg 

‘Because of that (for that reason) he fell down: that the ground is very slippery.’ 

Examples 78) and 79) convey the same meaning. However example 78) emphasises the event 
‘he fell’, while example 79) emphasises the reason, the slippery state of the ground, rather than the 
falling event. 

 80) Ton sam e ainy, odeodeodeodede/onggde/onggde/onggde/onggɨɨɨɨt/nokt/nokt/nokt/nok    papapapa----eeee----mbmbmbmb 
  he happy ABS3sgM become like.this/that/that.unsp reason-ABAsg-INTEN 

  da ti b’ɨga-t b’ogɨl gasa y-okau. 
that his child-NOMsg good thing ABS3sgM-give 

‘He becomes happy, because of this: that his child gives him a good thing.’ 

 81) Odede/onggOdede/onggOdede/onggOdede/onggɨɨɨɨt/nokt/nokt/nokt/nok    papapapa----eeee----mbmbmbmb ton sam e ainy da 
  like.this/that/that.unsp reason-ABSsg-INTEN he happy ABS3sgM become that 

  ti b’ɨga-t b’ogɨl gasa y-okau. 
his child-NOMsg good thing ABS3sgM-give 

‘Because of like this/ this/ that he becomes happy: that his child gave him a good thing.’ 

Examples 80) and 81) convey the same meaning. However in 80) the fact that he became happy 
is emphasised, while the reason why he became happy is emphasised in 81). 

In the same way the dative demonstrative pronoun onggɨt ‘that/this’ or the manner adverb odede 

‘like that’ construct a reason conjunction with a reason word mop ‘head, reason’, and the 
conjunction occurs either in sentence-initial position before the result clause or in the middle of the 
sentence after the result clause.  

 82) Ton sam e ainy, mopmopmopmop    odedem/odedem/odedem/odedem/    onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨttttɨɨɨɨmmmm da ti  
he happy ABS3sgM become reason like.thisDAT/ thatDAT that his 

  b’ɨga-t b’ogɨl gasa y-okau. 
  child-NOMsg good thing ABS3sgM-give 

‘He becomes happy, the reason for like this/ for this: that his child gave him a good thing.’ 
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 83) MopMopMopMop    odedem/odedem/odedem/odedem/    onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨttttɨɨɨɨmmmm ton sam e iny da ti  
reason like.thisDAT/ thisDAT he happy ABS3sgM become that his 

  b’ɨga-t b’ogɨl gasa y-okau. 
  child-NOMsg good thing ABS3sgM-give 

‘The reason for like this/ for this he becomes happy: that his child gave him a good thing.’ 

 

Summary chart 1 of a simple separated reason conjunction: 

 reason conjunction   

RESULT  nok    da REASON 

CLAUSE (mop)  odede p ABS intensifier  CLAUSE 

  onggɨt      

 

Summary chart 2 of a simple separated reason conjunction: 

reason conjunction    

 nok    RESULT  da REASON 

(mop)  odede p ABS intensifier CLAUSE  CLAUSE 

 onggɨt       

 

3.5 Double reason conjunction system 

There are also double reason conjunction constructions in Wipi. The demonstrative pronoun 
onggɨt ‘that/this’, the manner adverb odede ‘like that’ or nok ‘that.unsp’ constructs a reason 

conjunction with a reason word p ‘reason/ cause’ followed by an absolutive marker and a optional 
intensifier, and the conjunction occurs in the sentence-initial position before the result clause. The 
other conjunction is a reason conjunction, the same as in 3.2, and it precedes a reason clause. 
Therefore the later reason clause modifies the first one to give the reason. 

 84) Odede/Odede/Odede/Odede/    onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨt/t/t/t/    noknoknoknok    papapapa----eeee----mbmbmbmb ton sam e ainy, 
  like.this/ this/ that.unsp reason-ABSsg-INTEN he happy ABS3sg become 

  (mop)(mop)(mop)(mop)    noknoknoknokɨɨɨɨpppp ti b’ɨga-t b’ogɨl gasa y-okau. 
(reason) because his child-NOMsg good thing ABS3sgM-give 

‘Like this/ this/ that reason he becomes happy: (the reason) because his child gave him a good 
thing.’ 

There are also two separated reason conjunction systems. One is an interrogative reason 
conjunction and the other is a simple separated reason conjunction system. The interrogative reason 
conjunction will occur in the sentence-initial position before the result clause which takes a 
relativiser re ‘RL’, and the simple separated reason conjunction will occur just before da ‘that’ which 
introduces the reason clause.  
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 85) NanggaNanggaNanggaNangga    mopmopmopmop    papapapa----eeee ton sam e ainy re nok/nok/nok/nok/    
  what head reason-ABSsg he happy ABS3sg become RL that.unsp/ 

  onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨt/t/t/t/    odedeodedeodedeodede    papapapa----eeee----mbmbmbmb da ti b’ɨga-t b’ogɨl gasa 
  this/ like.this reason-ABSsg-INTEN that his child-NOMsg good thing 

y-okau. 
ABS3sgM-give 

‘What reason he becomes happy is because of this: that his child gave him a good thing.’ 

Summary chart 1 of a double separated reason conjunction: 

reason conjunction 1  reason conjunction 2  

odede      

onggɨt p ABS intensifier 

RESULT 
CLAUSE 

(mop) nokɨp 

REASON 
CLAUSE 

nok        
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Summary chart 2 of a double separated reason conjunction: 

inter. reason conj.   simple reason conjunction    

nangga rɨl p ABS RESULT re nok p ABS intensifier da  REASON 

rɨdede mop   CLAUSE  onggɨt     CLAUSE 

      odede       

 

Even though all reason conjunctions and result conjunctions have their own basic systems, when 
people use them orally, they use them according to a personal speaking style. 

4. GROUND AND CONCLUSION 

Ground-conclusion constructions are not very different from reason-result constructions. The 
reason clause will provide the grounds and the result will give the conclusions.  

There is a logical connector sɨ ket ‘so then’ to draw a conclusion. However it is not used only as 
a logical connector for a conclusion.  

When the story unfolds chronologically, sometimes the logical connector occurs to lead to a 
final event which concludes the former events. See example 86) below and also the result 
conjunction in section 2.4. 

 86) Potin-ɨm sɨwɨny re ket ukoi rɨb-ɨt akas-in-o-nj. 
  fourteen-DAT night RL PRF big wind-NOMsg take-ABSpl-RM.PST-3sgSU 

  SSSSɨɨɨɨ    ketketketket buto angka b’-ɨsk-o, ɨ dɨde yɨr-opumit-en-to 
  so PRF boat anchor RFL-throw-RM.PST and and pray-REP-PM.RM.PST.3pl 

  ket bibɨr-ɨm. 
PRF day-DAT 

‘Then on the fourteenth night the big wind took (people). So then they threw away the anchor of 
the boat, and then they prayed for day (to come).’ 

Example 86) above is a part of a Bible story. Events are going on chronologically and in the last 
part they could not do anything, so they threw the anchor and just prayed. The author concludes this 
section by those two events. 
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 87) Seg wu-o-nd ama re Daru, ti leo tɨrak 
  finished go.pl-RM.PST-1plSU there REL Daru her husband truck 

  y-op-o-nj de ospetol wa, ɨ tɨrak nya 
ABS3sg-take.come-RM.PST-3sgSU there hospital to and truck way 

  wiionda ket ospetol wa. 
  ABS3sgF-take-RM.PST-1plSU PRF hospital to 

  Seg ademb de ket mɨna omnɨka konggap yɨm 
finished DXsg-INTEN there PRF labor make-NR woman-NOMpl hand 

  wokao, meresin wogonto. Ɨ    ssssɨɨɨɨ    ketketketket bibɨr lomdɨr 
  ABS3sgF-give medicine ABS3sgF-give-PM.RM.PST3pl and then PRF day noon 

  nat b’ɨga pɨta yomnonj. 
  at child outside ABS3sg-make-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘Finished, we went to Daru, her husband went to the hospital to get a truck, and we took her to the 
hospital in the truck. Then and there midwives helped her, give her medicine. And so then she gave 
birth to a child at noon of the day.’ 

5. PURPOSE 

There are several ways to express the purpose of an event: by using the infinitive form, using 
postpositional conjunctions (ma/mi/mim, mana or mena), or using a purpose conjunction phrase 

(nokɨm da ɨdenat, sɨ ɨdenat, nok/odede mana/mena da). 

5.1 Dative and infinitive 

A dative form of noun can be a benefactive. And the action of the verb in the sentence is going 
for the noun as a goal. In the same way an infinitive verb also can be the same goal or purpose of the 
main clause. See examples 87) and 88). 

 88) Sɨn b’b’b’b’ɨɨɨɨgggg    akeakeakeake    wasarwasarwasarwasar----ɨɨɨɨmmmm n-ek-a! 
we.EXCL ant and palm.sp-DAT ABS1-go-HORTdl 

‘Let us go for (collecting) the ant and the palm shoot.’ 

 89) God sua multekɨp umɨr n-ogon-iny tina yɨtkak ɨɨɨɨrrrrɨɨɨɨkkkk----amamamam. 
God us wisdom knowledge ABS1-give-ABSpl his word write-INF  

‘God gives us wisdom knowledge to write his word.’ 

In example 87) the dative of a noun phrase expresses the purpose, and in 88) the infinitive verb 
‘to write’ indicates the purpose. 

5.2 Postposition ma ‘for, purpose’ 

The postposition ma ‘for, purpose’ indicates a goal or purpose of the action. It will follow a 
nominalised verb or an action noun and will take an absolutive marker agreeing with the number and 
tense. When ma takes a present singular absolutive marker, it does not take the number marker.  
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In the case of the past tense purpose word mana, people alternatively use mena ‘purpose, 
destination’ with the same meaning. 

The simple purpose conjunction structure is shown below: 

nominalised noun or action noun + ma + absolutive marker = ma, mi, mim, mana 

 

 90) Kon bod oksɨk-a mamamama n-ek-en. 
I creek scrap-NR purpose.sg ABS1-go-1sgSU 

‘I am going for poisoning the creek (collecting fish).’ 

 91) Kon ke nony a-en mep men sana ungk-a mimimimi 
  I already thinking become-1sgSU tomorrow we.INCL sago squeegee-NR for.dl 

  n-ik-ia dem. 
ABS1-go-dlSU will.RM 

‘I think that tomorrow we will go for making sago.’ 

 92) Men b’ogɨl  mogjɨ okat-a mmmm----imimimim sal  omnɨk-u dem. 
we.INCL good content/cannel take-NR for-ABSpl fertiliser make-1plSU will.RM 

‘We will fertilise it for (the purpose of) getting good content. ’ 

 

 93) Simea yug na utar-in-o-nj, ɨ Natan mombɨr 
  Simea bark ABS.PST peel-ABSpl-RM.PST-3sgSU and Natan anthill 

  ɨpkɨk-a mamamama----nananana ulkak yepa y-okat-o-nj. 
break-NR purpose-ABS.PST stick one ABS3sg-take-RM.PST-3sgSU 

‘Simea peeled tree bark and Natan took a stick for breaking the anthill (for mumu cooking).’ 

 94) Opim re jɨ kai wekeny re kobɨrgɨm euɨrɨnt-a memememe----nananana  
DXpl RL PrM string stay.3plSU RL clothes hang-NR purpose-ABS.PST 

  amnɨk-to. 
  make-PM.RM.PST.3pl 

‘There are strings; they made them for the purpose of hanging clothes. 

If the noun is a place name and the main verb employs movement action, the place will be a 
destination which is the purpose of the moving as in examples 95), 96) and 97) below.  

 95) Ton Wipim mamamama yik. 
he Wipim for go 

‘He is going to (the destination) Wipim.’ 

 96) Ɨ opend-o-nj Dambit mamamama----nananana, mid ti nany Irio re. 
and arrive-RM.PST-3sgSU Dambit purpose-ABS.PST old.man his elder Irio RL 

‘And he arrived at (the destination) Dambit, where the old man his elder brother Irio was.’ 
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 97) Sɨ to-da ti mog re adeata jɨmop wa wikonj, ajɨ daka ti  
  then she-also her mother RL to.there downstream to went, but also her 

  b’ɨga re mɨny memememe----nananana wikonj. 
child RL upstream purpose-ABS.PST went 

‘Then she, her mother, went downstream, but where her daughter went was (to the destination) 
upstream.’ 

5.3 Purpose conjunction structure 

A complex purpose conjunction is constructed of two parts: the first part is an indicator of 
purpose or reason and the other is a introducer of the purpose clause.  

The first part of the complex purpose conjunction employs an optional uncertain pronoun nok 

‘that.unsp’, demonstrative onggɨt ‘that/this’ or manner adverb odede ‘like that’ which is followed by 

the purpose particle ma ‘purpose, for’ and an absolutive marker. The second part is initiated by da 

‘that’, and ɨdnat ‘in/by that’ will follow it. And then the purpose clause or sentence will come. 

Otherwise note that if a purpose clause and a reason conjunction occur before the main clause, 
then the purpose conjunction and purpose clause will follow. 

The complex purpose conjunction structure is shown below: 

1. main clause + purpose conj. + purpose introducer + purpose clause 

2. reason conj. + main clause + purpose conj. + purpose introducer + purpose clause 

 

 98) Sɨ man b'ogla korɨrkorɨr rɨga auk-e! NokNokNokNok----ɨɨɨɨmmmm    dadadada    ɨɨɨɨdenatdenatdenatdenat man 
and you should foolish man become-IMPsg that.unsp-for that in.that you 

  ket ɨmɨnjog b'ogɨl multekɨp rɨga t-auk-et. 
  PRF true good wisdom man IRL-become-2sgSU 

‘And you should become a foolish man! In order that (for this purpose) you will become a real 
good wise man.’ 

Sometimes the purpose clause modifier ɨdenat ‘in that’ is omitted when the sentence 
construction is more complicated, as in examples 99) and 100) below. 

 99) Kon wen t-amn-in-yɨn re ma onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨtttt    manamanamanamana    dadadada wɨn 
I you.ACC IRL-say-ABSpl-1sgSU RL not that purpose that you 

  ɨngar t-auk-in-dam, ajɨ onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨtttt    manamanamanamana    dadadada kon wen 
  shame IRL-become-ABSpl-1/2plSU but that purpose that I you.ACC 

  nonony t-amn-in-yɨn koina b'ɨgawar pɨla. 
  warning IRL-say-ABSpl-1sgSU my children like. 

‘What I am going to tell to you is not for the purpose of this, that you would be shamed, but for 
the purpose of this, that I would tell you warning words like my children.’ 
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 100) Ton re y-omn-o noknoknoknok    menamenamenamena    dadadada tin rabem omnen-am 
he RL ABS3sg-do-RM.PST that.unsp purpose that him deceiving make-INF 

  dɨde noknoknoknok----ɨɨɨɨmmmm dadadada tin gar moga omn-am. 
  and that.unsp-for that him belly fear make-INF 

‘They did it for the purpose of that: to deceive him, and for that: to make him fear.’ 

When the purpose is focus of the sentence, the purpose conjunction is dislocated to the left 
before the main verb or the subject of the main clause. Otherwise a reason conjunction will occur at 
that position as in examples 101) and 102). 

 101) Kon odedeodedeodedeodede    manamanamanamana----embembembemb jɨ wa erɨk-a-o-nd dadadada  
I like.this purpose-INTEN PrM you.DAT write-BEN-RM.PST-1sgSU that 

  goro wɨn ton kɨma b'-itɨnken-in-am. 
  don’t you they with RFL-IRL.stick-ABSpl-IMPpl 

‘I wrote it to you for the purpose of like this: that, “don’t stick (associate) with them.”’ 

 102) Ɨ kon ma noknoknoknok    papapapa----eeee odede y-ɨrɨk-en, noknoknoknok----ɨɨɨɨmmmm 
  And I not that.unsp reason-ABSsg like.this ABS3sgM-write-1sgSU, that.unsp-for 

  dadadada    ɨɨɨɨdenatdenatdenatdenat wɨn kor n-otka-in-dam b’ogɨl gasa. 
that in.that you.pl me.DAT ABS1-IRL.give-ABSpl-1/2plSU good thing 

‘And I write it like this not for this, in order that you will give me good things.’ 

Summary chart 1 of a complex purpose conjunction: 

 purpose conjunction purpose content 

MAIN nok   purpose introducer PURPOSE 

CLAUSE odede ma ABS da (ɨdenat) CLAUSE 

 onggɨt      
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Summary chart 2 of a complex purpose conjunction: 

reason conjunction  purpose conjunction purp. intr.  

 nok    MAIN  nok     PURPOSE 

(mop) odede ma ABS intensifier CLAUSE odede ma ABS da ɨdnat CLAUSE 

 onggɨt     onggɨt      

6. CONDITION AND CONSEQUENCE 

 There are two kinds of conditional conjunctions: ra ‘if’ which is in combination with the 

irrealis form of verb, and rada ‘if’ which is in combination with the realis form of verb.3  

6.1 Irrealis conditional conjunction ra ‘if, when’ and its counter consequence 

The conjunction ra ‘if, when’ functions in two ways: both as the future conditional conjunction 
and the future temporal conjunction. In both cases the clause has a verb of the future tense. See 
section 7.2. below about the irrealis temporal conjunction. 

When the conditional clause is introduced by the conjunction ra ‘if, when’, the conjunction 

before the consequence clause can be no conjunction, ɨ ‘and’, sɨ ‘then’, seg ‘finished’ or etc. as in 
examples 103) to 107). 

Usually the conditional clause occurs before the consequence clause in the sentence, however if 
the consequence clause is focus, the order will be changed. 

The structure of the conditional clause and consequence clause is: 

ra + conditional clause + coordinating conjunction + consequence clause (+ ra + conditional clause) 

 103) RaRaRaRa obai rɨga t-opend-en-anj, amima dor t-omnɨk-anj 
if  guest people IRL-arrive-REP-PM.PRES3pl, DXpl will.TD IRL-sit-PM.PRES3pl 

  rokate ra tua pɨpmet ondrɨk-i tebnau. 
  where REL them.DAT place spread-INF IRL-stay-BEN 

‘ If/when guests arrive, they will sit there where the place for them has been spread (prepared).’ 

 104) RaRaRaRa ton Jora ger ɨtang-a t-ei-ranj, ɨɨɨɨ ma sobijog-ɨm ii kɨma   
if  they Jora song sing-NR IRL-bring-PM.PRES3 and not little-DAT cry with 

  nony t-ei-en-anj sɨwɨny pɨnpɨn ama re ngɨrpu ɨspar-a. 
  thinking IRL-bring-REP-PM.PRES3 night long DXsg when until daybreak-NR 

‘ If/when they will continue singing Jora song, then/and they will be thinking a lot (not little) with 
crying all night long until day breaks.’ 

 105) Moleg ti mog ɨja na auk-enen-o-nj, rararara kwa ton 
  old.woman his mother like.this ABS.PST become-REP-RM.PST-3sgSU if  again she 

  b’anggapa t-au, sɨ kwa ton ti b’ɨga Wesɨp na umɨr 
  meat.hungry IRL-become then again she her son Wesip ABS.PST knowledge 

                                                           
3 ibid. p154 
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  omɨny dor. 
  do will 

‘The old woman, his mother, used to do like this: if/when she will become hungry for meat, then 
she will inform her son Wesip.’ 

 106) RaRaRaRa ket tungg rɨga-p yɨt tɨrɨr omn-i, segsegsegseg    itaitaitaita yɨpa 
if  PRF village people-NOMpl word decision make-3plSU finished then one 

  bibɨr bod esoa gasa bobo omnɨk-a t-ei-en-anj. 
  day creek working thing collection make-NR IRL-bring-REP-PM.PRES3 

‘ If/when village people decide it, finished then (after that) one day they will be collecting working 
things.’ 

 107) B’ogl-e yɨrkɨp wisa m-otɨn-eny, rararara man yɨr t-a-et  
good-ABSsg eye payback ABS2sg-do.IRL-REP, if  you eye IRL-become-2sgSU 

  lomkonggam pɨlwa, mop nokɨp da lomkongga ma ngaia re  danda mogjog 
  sun to, head reason that sun for light REL strong very.much 

  e. 
  ABSsg 

‘It must/should burn your eyes, if/when you will see the sun, because the light of the sun is very 
strong.’ 

When the conjunction seg ‘finished’ occurs in the consequence clause, the clause in which ra 
‘if, when’ occurs as a conjunction, the conjunction will be a temporal conditional conjunction. And 
the consequence clause indicates the event which will be after the event in the temporal conditional 
clause chronologically or logically. See examples 108) and 109) below.  

 108) RaRaRaRa ket tungg rɨga-p yɨt tɨrɨr omn-i, segsegsegseg ita yɨpa 
when PRF village people-NOMpl word decide make-3plSU finished then one 

  bibɨr bod esoa gasa bobo omnɨk-a t-ei-en-anj, dɨde ket 
  day creek work thing heap make-NR IRL-bring-REP-PM.PRES3pl and PRF 

  bod yuru wa t-ei-en-anj. 
  creek edge to IRL-bring-REP-PM.PRES3pl 

‘When/if village people decide (to poison a creek), after that then one day they will collect creek 
poisoning things and then will take them to the bank of the creek.’ 

 109) RaRaRaRa yɨpa bibɨr-ɨnd sɨn kor nany kɨma n-it-inden-ya da “Sana 
when/if one day-LOC we my elder with ABS1-IRL-say-dlSU that sago 

  ungka mi n-ik-ya”, segsegsegseg sɨn bobo t-amnɨk-in-dam 
  squeeze-NR for.dl ABS1-go-dlSU finished we heap IRL-make-ABSpl-1/2plSU 

  kopa, yapa, giri, uɨg, ɨ nyɨ ourok-a kɨbɨl. 
  container axe knife strainer and water take-NR container 

‘ If/when one day we, I and my elder, say that “We will go to make sago”, after that then we will 
collect containers (made of the hand of the palm tree leaf), axe, knife, strainer and water container.’ 
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6.2 Subjunctive conditional conjunction radaradaradarada ‘if’ and its counterpart 

The conjunction rada ‘if’ is used in two kinds of function: as a subjunctive conditional 
conjunction, and as a conjunction ‘whether, such as’ which is used when the speaker does not know 
the  meaning as in example 110). 

In the latter case the main clause gives general information and rada introduces detail 
information as in examples 111) and 112). 

 110) Ɨ Jora re ma ɨja e opi re nɨnda wɨnɨnd men sam wɨba 
  and Jora RL not like.that ABSsg DXpl RL many time-LOC we happy play 

  amnɨk-enen-in-dam, radaradaradarada sosi wɨba e, o radaradaradarada rɨga kak  
make-REP-ABSpl-1plSU whether church play ABSsg or whether people ancestor 

  wɨba e, o nɨnda rɨnsim re otomanti ger kɨma wɨba. 
  play ABSsg or others which-ABSpl RL nice song with play 

‘And Jora (song) is not like that those which we are doing as happy/pleasure playing at other times, 
whether it is church playing, or whether it is people’s traditional playing, or others which are the 
playing with nice songs.’ 

 111) Sɨ ra onggɨtiam b’om onganda seg, ti kɨmɨrwarɨp opima kiar gasa 
and if/when that pig kill-NR finished her brothers-NOMpl DXpl sorry thing 

  togonanj radaradaradarada ouou ɨ nɨm ɨ pingg ɨ dɨde nɨnda 
  ABS3sgF-give-PM.PRES3pl such.as food and arrow and bow and then some 

  tuaina gasa tɨjgenauranj yɨr ɨpkam radaradaradarada sana, ɨ 
  their thing ABS3sgF-count-BEN-PM.PRES3pl eye cut-INF such.as sago and 

  gujo, ɨ dɨde ul nangg. 
  coconut and then tree plant 

‘And when pig-killing is finished, her brothers will give her gifts such as food, arrows and bow, 
and they mark other things of theirs to take care of her such as sago, coconut and tree plants.’ 

 112) Ton naska b’angga e tepau radaradaradarada b’om o gigi sɨtawar 
he first animal ABSsg IRL-shoot-BEN such.as pig or cassowary morning 

  borand. 
  hole-LOC 

‘First he will shoot animals such as pig or cassowary in the morning.’ 

When the conditional conjunction rada ‘if it would’ precedes a subjunctive clause, the clause 
indicates a contrafactual event, and as a result the consequence clause will be contrafactual or 
express regret about the event.  

A coordinate conjunction will precede the counterpart consequence clause, or sometimes no 
conjunction will occur. See examples 113) to 115) below. 
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 113) Sɨ radaradaradarada man ma umɨr et pingg akɨk-a, ØØØØ man ma rɨrɨr e 
so if  you not knowledge ABS2sg bow trim-NR Ø you not can ABS3sg 

  pinangg-ɨm dɨde yap-ɨm metkenyɨt b’angga ɨdrɨk-am. 
  hunting-DAT and hunting-DAT ABS2-go-REP-2sgSU  animal  kill-INF 

‘Then if  you do not know how to trim a bow, you would/can not go around for hunting to kill 
animals.’ 

 114) Kor rɨgawar, kon yɨpa onguat-a yɨtkak e useken, ajɨ kor ma  
my people, I one recognise-NR word ABSsg speak-1sgSU but me.DAT not 

  sobijog bebɨg e ainy, rɨja e wɨp ɨte-mb gasa onguas-ɨn. 
  little heavy ABSsg become how ABSsg kind DXsg thing recognise-1sgSU 

  Sɨ radaradaradarada onggɨtiam yɨtkak negɨr e ainyainyainyainy wa nony ke, kear 
  so if  that word bad ABSsg become your thinking by sorry 

  b’ogle ongonkis-ia. 
  good-ABSsg fix-2plSU 

‘My people, I will tell one figuring/knowledge (recognized) word/story, but it is very hard for me, 
how I will sort out this thing. So if  this word would be bad/wrong in your thinking, sorry/please 
you must/ should fix it.’ 

 115) O rɨga-m radaradaradarada ma yepa kɨma im ngɨmngai yyyy----ɨɨɨɨbnbnbnbn----aaaa----inyinyinyiny,  
or man-DAT if  not one with ABSpl boy ABSsg-stay-BEN-ABSpl 

  ssssɨɨɨɨ ngɨmngai-ɨp b'ogl-e to-da yɨm oka-i tua b'u-ɨnd. 
  then girl-NOMpl good-ABSsg they-too hand give-3plSU their father-LOC 

‘Or if  a man has many girls, then (those) girls too should/must help their father.’ 

When the contrafactual conjunction kokoa ‘already’ occurs before the consequence clause , the 
verb in that clause will express a confirmational event as in example 116).  

 116) RadaRadaRadaRada man ke bengkɨ wa y-oramit-o-t, kon kakoakakoakakoakakoa koina-jog  
if  you PRF bank to ABS3sg-put-RM.PST-2sgSU I already my-own 

  ulkɨp dɨde nɨnda b’-aikɨnd-en-i wewe ulkɨp akas-in-o-nd. 
  money and other RFL-raise-REP-PSS extra money take-ABSpl-RM.PST-1sgSU 

‘ If  you put it in the bank, then I already would take my own money and some extra raised money 
(interest) on that.’ 

The conjunction rada ‘if then’ has two elements: ra ‘if’ and da ‘that’. Therefore in some cases it 
can be separated into two words in a clause. See example 117) below: 

 117) RaRaRaRa odede dadadada tina nɨmog o noa rɨga ke uj  
if  like.this that his two or three people already dead 

  auk-ɨto, ssssɨɨɨɨ ton singi da ten nony t-ei-en-iny  
  become-PM.RM.PST.3pl then he want that them thinking IRL-bring-REP-ABSpl 

  niakatam. 
  last 

‘ If   two or three of his people already died, then he would want that he will think of them for the 
last time (finish off remember them).’ 
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6.3 Subjunctive conjunction rakorakorakorako ‘if it would’ and its counterpart 

The conjunction rako ‘if it would’ can be used in two ways, as an obligation particle and as a 
conditional conjunction.  

The obligation particle rako indicates a high degree of definiteness since the action should 
happen. But since nobody knows if the obligation will be fulfilled, there is not a 100% definiteness. 
See examples 118) and 119) below. 

 118)  Man rakorakorakorako m-ek-et Daru wa. 
2sgNOM if  ABS2sg-go-2sgSU Daru ALL 

‘You should go to Daru.’ 

 119) RakoRakoRakoRako jɨ man ɨtre kapo y-ɨsek-et. 
SUBJ PrM 2sgNOM DX.RELsg cup ABS3sg-wash-2sgSU 

‘You should wash this cup.’ (It should be that you wash this cup.) 

However the main usage of rako ‘if it will/would’ is as a contrafactual conditional conjunction. 

When the conditional conjunction rako ‘if it will/would’ occurs with negative ma ‘not’, it will be a 

negative contrafactual conditional conjunction, ma rako ‘it will/would not’. 4 And it precedes a 
subjunctive conditional clause, and the consequence clause expresses a contrafactual result.  

However if the tense is future, the consequence clause expresses the speaker’s will. Its position 
is either preceding or following the subject, or preceding or following the verb. The subjunctive 
particles can be used with the irrealis verb form.5 See examples 120) and 121). 

 120) RakoRakoRakoRako man t-omis-ɨt, ko-da t-omis-ɨn dor.  
if  2sgNOM IRL-sit-2sgSU 1sgNOM-also IRL-sit-1sgSU TDFUT 

‘ If  you (will) sit, I will sit too.’ 

 121) Man rakorakorakorako t-omis-ɨt, ko-da t-omis-ɨn dor. 
  2sgNOM if  IRL-sit-2sgSU 1sgNOM-also IRL-sit-1sgSU TD.FUT 

‘ If  you (will) sit, I will sit too.’ 

In example 120) the whole conditional clause will be a focus, however in the sentence 121) the 
focus will be man ‘you’. 

When the contrafactual conjunction rako ‘if it would’ precedes a clause, a contrafactual 
conjunction keako ‘it already would be done’ or ma rako ‘then it would not do’ occurs before the 
counterpart consequence clause. The first contrafact conditional clause functions as a reason clause 
for the consequence clause, and the consequence clause functions as a result clause of the 
contrafactual clause. Therefore the tense of the verb in the consequence clause is inflected according 
to the tense which the result of the verb in the contrafact conditional clause would be. Then a 
coordinate conjunction can be used before the consequence clause. See below examples 122) to 
125). 

                                                           
4 ibid. pp154-155 
5 ibid. p112 
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 122) RakoRakoRakoRako man kemba aw-in-o-t, keakokeakokeakokeako kopa  
if  2sgNOM banana eat.nsg-ABSpl-RM.PST-2sgSU then sick 

  y-okat-o-t. 
  ABS3sg-take-RM.PST-2sgSU 

‘ If  you had eaten bananas, then you would have become sick.’ 

 117) RakoRakoRakoRako man kak onygend-o-t, mamamama    rakorakorakorako man met wa 
if  2sgNOM bone break-RM.PST-2sgSU not then 2sgNOM house ALL 

  m-ɨbn-o-t. 
  ABS2sg-stay-RM.PST-2sgSU 

‘ If  you had broken your leg, you would not have been at home.’ 

 118) RakoRakoRakoRako man maka mmmm----ɨɨɨɨbnbnbnbn----yyyyɨɨɨɨtttt dɨkɨnd, keakokeakokeakokeako sɨwɨny pɨnpɨn  
if  you not.yet ABS2sg-stay-2sgSU here already night long 

  n-otɨngn-en-ai dor. Ajɨ kon yu ukoi sam en mor 
  ABS1-sting-REP-BEN will but I today big happy ABS.1sg you.DAT 

  pɨlwa rɨna re man b’ogɨl n-omn-yɨt. 
  to which RL you good ABS1-make-2sgSU 

‘ If  you are not staying here, it will be making me trouble whole night. But today I am very pleased 
because you made/save me well.’ 

 119) Sɨ rakorakorakorako wɨn maka ken nnnn----opopopop----iaiaiaia oront-am, sɨ mamamama    rakorakorakorako jɨ 
so if  you.pl not.yet me ABS1-take.back-2plSU visit-INF so not if PrM 

  onggɨtiam bebɨg auauauauɨɨɨɨrrrr    ainyainyainyainy. 
  that heavy nothing become 

‘So if  you would not come to visit me, then that problem would not be solved yet.’ 

When the contrafactual conjunction kokoa ‘already’ occurs before the consequence clause , the 
verb in that clause will express a confirmational event as in example 126).  

 126) RakoRakoRakoRako umɨr-jog rɨga, kakoakakoakakoakakoa yama ma pɨn na. 
if  knowledge-INTEN man already may.be not long ABS.PST 

‘ If  he were an expert man, then it would/might not take a long time.’ 

7. TEMPORAL CONJUNCTION  

7.1 Realis temporal conjunction 

The temporal conjunction re ‘when’ is in combination with the realis aspect. The conjunction re 

‘when’ precedes or follows the temporal clause. Sometimes re ‘when’ will be next to a temporal 

adverb such as naskand ‘before’, bila ‘long ago’, yɨto ‘days ago’ onggɨt wɨnɨnd ‘at that time’, etc., 
functioning as a temporal relative adverb as in example 128).  
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Coordinate conjunctions optionally precede re and between the realis temporal clause and the 
following clause. See examples 127) to 130) below. 

 120) Sɨ rererere mog-bɨga-p ket ogn-a seg amn-in-ya, ɨɨɨɨ    ket 
then when mother-son-NOMpl PRF cook-NR finish do-ABSpl-dlSU and PRF 

  aramik-in-ya kasa kumb-ɨnd. 
  put-ABSpl-dlSU table top-LOC 

‘And when the mother and the son finished the cooking, and then (after that) they put them on top 
of the table.’ 

 121) Naskand rererere b’ila rɨga weken-o-nj, ton yɨpa ukoi-jog b’ɨsnaw-a  
before when long.ago people stay-RM.PST-3sgSU they one big-INTEN respect-NR 

  kɨma mɨle y-omnɨk-enen-o tua wɨngɨrɨnd. 
  with practice ABS3sg-make-REP-RM.PST them.DAT inside 

‘Before when people stayed long ago, they were making one very big respectable practice among 
them.’ 

 122) Ɨ sɨ rererere kon yɨr y-ong-o-nd, ɨɨɨɨ ma sobijog na  
and then when I eye ABS3sg-bite-RM.PST-1sgSU and not little ABS.PST 

  gar ke moga auond, ɨ irere auond ii 
  belly by fear become-RM.PST-1sgSU and screaming become-RM.PST-1sgSU cry 

  kɨma. 
  with 

‘And then when I saw it, and (then) I was afraid very much in my mind, and then I was screaming 
and crying.’ 

 123) ReReReRe ag wɨr atog-in-o-nj, ɨɨɨɨ yɨpa ɨja-na-mb kɨb 
when mother taro grub-ABSpl-RM.PST-3sgSU and one like.this-ABS.PST-INTEN size 

  ɨte re gujo raka re dɨde. 
  that RL coconut dry RL and 

‘When the mother grubbed up taros, and one taro was like this same size as a dry coconut.’ 

When the realis temporal conjunction re ‘when’ combines with the perfective particle ket ‘PRF’, 
it indicates a finished event. Then the next events will follow chronologically in the next clauses. See 
examples 131) to 134) below. 

 124) Sɨ ɨtemb plen ikonj rererere    ketketketket sɨtawarɨnd, sɨ 
then DXsg-INTEN plane come-RM.PST-3sgSU when PRF morning-LOC then 

  opimemb ket plen bora wa b’uokond ket. 
DXpl-INTEN PRF plane hole to RFL-get.on-RM.PST-1sgSU PRF 

‘And when it was in the morning, that plane came , then we got on inside the plane.’ 
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 125) Mid rererere    ketketketket ik nyɨ-pu ke, ɨ moleg-ɨnd w-erkis 
old.man when PRF come water-place from and old.woman-LOC ABS3sgF-ask 

  da “Ro-pim kɨlɨngg?” 
  that where-NOMpl grub 

‘When the old man came back from the water place, then he asked the old woman, “Where are 
grubs?”’ 

 126) ReReReRe    ketketketket yɨpa wɨnɨnd ti mogɨnd b’anggapat  
when PRF one time-LOC his mother-LOC meat-hungry-NOMsg 

  wokatonj, ton ketketketket ti b’ɨgand yomnonj 
  ABS3sgF-take-RM.PST-3sgSU she PRF her child-LOC ABS3sgM-say-RM.PST-3sgSU 

  da “Man rɨka rɨga et! Sɨ be mera b’angga orakam 
  that you whether man ABS2sg so please our meat/animal find-INF 

  meke! Kon ke wɨram en b’angga kisa umena.” 
  ABS2sg-go-IMP2sg I already tired ABS1sg meat without living 

‘Then one time when his mother was hungry for meat (the meat-hungry took his mother), then she 
said to his son, “You are a man! So please go find an animal for us! I am tired of living without 
meat.”’ 

 127) Ɨ rererere ton ketketketket bojog yuru wa auk-anj, ɨ seg komkisa 
and when they PRF creek side to become-PM.3pl and finished all 

  ngɨmngai b’ɨga wetaweta auk-anj. 
  girl child separate become-PM.3pl 

‘And when they came to the creek bank, then all the girls separated.’ 

When re ‘when’ combines with seg ‘finished’ and ket ‘PRF/then’, it can function two ways. If 
the finished action/event occurs in that clause, it will be a temporal conjunction.  

However if the finished action/event occurs in the former sentence or the former paragraph, it 
will be a conjunction for tail-head linkage. See section 8.1, Tail-Head Linkage.  

The three words of this combined temporal conjunction can occur in different orders such as re 

ket seg, seg re ket, re ket…seg and seg…re ket. Then the next event will follow in the next clause 

with the optional perfect particle ket ‘PRF’ so that events will line up chronologically.  

Seg ‘finished’ and ket ‘PRF’ usually indicate the event order and re ‘when’ indicates event time. 

Therefore when seg ‘finished’ occurs sentence-initially as in examples 135) and 136), the sentence is 

focused on the order of event time, while when re ‘when’ occurs sentence-initially as in examples 
133) and 134) above and in examples 137), 140) and 141) below, the sentence is focused on the time 
of events rather than the order. 

Before the conjunction a coordinate conjunction occurs optionally. 
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 128) SegSegSegSeg kon ket gredueisyɨn seg    rererere    ketketketket, seg tungg wa 
  finished I PRF graduation finished when PRF finished village to 

  netkond ket.  
ABS1-IRL.go-RM.PST-1sgSU PRF 

‘After when I finished graduation, then I went to the village.’ 

 129) SegSegSegSeg kon ɨtemb n-ɨbn-enen-yɨm-ɨn tungg-ɨnd rererere    kekekeketttt, ngɨrpu 
finished I DXsg-INTEN ABS1-REP-YD.PST-1sgSU village-LOC when PRF until 

  re ket Mak peba re b’ogɨl y-omn-o-nda re. 
  when PRF Mark book when good ABS3sg-make-RM.PST-1plSU when 

‘After when I was staying in the village, and (it goes on) until when we dedicate Mark’s gospel.’ 

 130) ReReReRe    ketketketket gidap ita bobo omnɨk-a segsegsegseg, tungg nyɨ rɨga ket yɨt 
when PRF thing every heap make-NR finished village name people PRF word 

  da “Sɨ ka-mb buta ɨsongg-u.” 
  that then soon-INTEN tree.sp soak-1plSU 

‘After when collecting things, village leaders will say that “Then we will soak buta (poisonous 
tree).”’ 

 131) SegSegSegSeg    rererere    ketketketket ɨtend-onda ket nya wa, dɨde ketketketket gɨlgɨl b’ɨg  
finished when PRF return-1plSU PRF way to and PRF together ant 

  angtondam. 
  bite-PM.RM.PST.1pl 

‘After when we returned to the road, then we ate ants together.’ 

 132) SegSegSegSeg    rererere    ketketketket sɨmana-jog ket rɨgap iuateno, ɨ dɨde 
finished when PRF afternoon-INTEN PRF people-NOMpl leave-RM.PST and then 

  bod yurund pɨpmet yomno. 
  creek side-LOC place ABS3sg-make-RM.PST 

‘After when people left in the late afternoon, and then they made a place near the creek.’ 

 133) ReReReRe    ketketketket    segsegsegseg to-da nyɨ rɨga kwa yɨt ket odede-mb da “Sɨ 
when PRF finished he-also name man then word PRF like.this-INTEN that then 

  ke-mb seg tungg wa ka-mb t-ɨtenden-in-dam.” 

  already-INTEN finished village to soon-INTEN IRL-return-ABSpl-1plSU 

‘After that the leader will say like this that “Eevery thing is finished, so we will go back to the 
village.’ 
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 134) ReReReRe    ketketketket    segsegsegseg kor b’u da “Sɨ kamb wuiɨn pɨpmet wa!” 
when PRF finished my father that then soon go.pl-1plSU place to 

  Odenja ketketketket kwa iuatonda, dɨde ketketketket pɨpmet wa 
  immediately PRF then leave-RM.PST-1plSU and PRF place to 

  opektondam. 
  arrive-PM.RM.PST1pl 

‘Afther when my father said that “Then let us go to the place soon!” Then immediately we left, and 
then arrived at the place.’ 

7.2 Irrealis temporal conjunction 

The conjunction ra ‘when, if’ is in combination with the irrealis aspect.  

However Wipi does not have any distinction between the irrealis conditional clause and the 
irrealis temporal clause, and both clauses are introduced by the conjunction ra ‘when, if’. Therefore 

the conjunction ra ‘if, when’ can be explained/interpreted both ways: as either the irrealis conditional 
conjunction or the irrealis temporal conjunction.  

When ra ‘if, when’ precedes a conditional clause and a counterpart consequence clause follows 

it, then ra will be an irrealis conditional conjunction. See section 6.1 above, The Irrealis Conditional 
Conjunction. 

However if ra ‘if, when’ precedes a temporal clause and an event clause follows after that, then 

ra will be an irrealis temporal conjunction. There are optional coordinate conjunctions preceding the 
irrealis temporal conjunction and between the irrealis temporal clause and the next event clause. 

Sometimes ra ‘when’ will be next to a temporal adverb such as yɨmtake ‘later’, warɨ ‘future’,

 mep ‘tomorrow’, kaen ‘soon’, onggɨt wɨnɨnd ‘at that time’, etc., functioning as a temporal 
relative adverb. 

See examples 142) to 144) below. 

 135) RaRaRaRa obai rɨga t-opend-en-anj, amima dor t-omnɨk-anj 
if  guest people IRL-arrive-REP-PM.PRES3pl, DXpl will.TD IRL-sit-PM.PRES3pl 

  rokate ra tua pɨpmet ondrɨk-i tebnau. 
  where REL them.DAT place spread-INF IRL-stay-BEN 

‘When guests arrive, then they will sit in the place where (people) will spread (prepare) for them.’ 

 136) YYYYɨɨɨɨmtakemtakemtakemtake    rararara    man b’ogɨl kɨp t-akas-in-yɨt dem, ssssɨɨɨɨ man b’ogla 
later when you good fruit IRL-take-ABSpl-2sgSU will then you should 

  nɨnda kornɨm t-aramk-in-yɨt. 
  some me-for IRL-put-ABSpl-2sgSU 

‘Later when you will take/harvest good fruits, then you should put aside some for me.’ 
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 137) Ɨ rararara sisɨl sɨ ɨmok, ton opim-emb ketketketket jɨ Jora ɨtang-a midmid 
and when new dark come they DXpl-INTEN then PrM Jora sing-NR oldman 

  t-omnɨk-anj, ɨɨɨɨ    ketketketket ton Jora ger ɨtang-a t-atom-anj. 
  IRL-sit-PM3pl and then they Jora song sing-NR IRL-start-PM3pl 

  Sɨ ton opimemb jɨ Jora ɨtanga midmid, ton ɨnsimaemb dadal 
then they DXpl-INTEN PrM Jora sing-NR oldman they DXpl-INTEN continuing 

  omnɨki ngɨrpu ɨspara. 
  sitting until daybreak 

‘And when the darkness comes, then they, Jora singing old men, will sit, and then they will start 
singing Jora song. Then those Jora singing old men, they will continue sitting until daybreak.’ 

In example 144), the temporal conjunction ra ‘when’ indicates the time when the old men start 
sitting and singing. The singing of Jora song will continue until daybreak, the next morning.  

 138) Man goro tugɨm tuamendɨm, onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨtttt    wwwwɨɨɨɨnnnnɨɨɨɨndndndnd rararara men rɨgap 
you don’t mouth IRL-open-IMPsg that time-LOC when us people-NOMpl 

  ara ke omnena niiranj. 
  voice by say-NR ABS1-bring-PM3pl 

‘Don’t open your mouth that time when people will be calling us.’ 

In example 145) the forbidding clause is emphasised, so the temporal clause comes later. 

In the same way with the realis temporal conjunction re ‘when’, when ra ‘when’ combines with 

seg ‘finished’ and ket ‘PRF/then’, it can function two ways. If the finished action/event occurs in that 
clause, it will be a temporal conjunction.  

However if the finished action/event occurs in the former sentence or the former paragraph, it 
will be a conjunction for tail-head linkage. See section 8.1, Tail-Head Linkage.  

The three words of this combined temporal conjunction can occur in different orders such as ra 

ket seg, seg ra ket, ra ket…seg and seg…ra ket. Then the next event will follow in the next clause 

with the optional perfect particle ket ‘PRF’ so that events will line up in chronological order as in 
examples 146) to 148) below.  

Seg ‘finished’ and ket ‘PRF’ usually indicate the event order and ra ‘when’ indicates event time. 

Therefore when seg ‘finished’ occurs sentence-initially, the sentence is focused on the order of event 

time, while when ra ‘when’ occurs sentence-initially, the sentence is focused on the time of events 
rather than the order. 

Before the conjunction a coordinate conjunction occurs optionally. 

  139) Ɨ segsegsegseg    rararara    kekekeketttt ɨspari ke, ton opimemb jɨ wɨr olɨmbi 
and finished when PRF daybreak by they DXpl-INTEN PrM taro heap 

  wetaweta omnɨka teienanj, ɨɨɨɨ b’asos tueny. ƗƗƗƗ kwa 
  seperating make-NR IRL-bring-PM.PRES3pl and share IRL-go.pl and then 

  nɨnda rɨna re bobo amnɨkauto kwa ton b’asos tueny. 
  some which REL heap make-BEN-PM.RM.PST3pl then they share IRL-go.pl 

‘And after that from daybreak, they will separate the heap of taro, and they will have their shares. 
And then those people who made the heap, they will have their shares too.’ 
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 140) SegSegSegSeg    rararara    ketketketket ton ket kwa tua tungg wa tɨtendenanj, ssssɨɨɨɨ 
finished when PRF they PRF then their village to IRL-return-PM3pl then 

  toda ɨtemb jɨ ketketketket b’ogɨl mɨle dɨkɨnd ngɨrpu tau. 
  it-also DXsg-INTEN PrM PRF good practice here until IRL-become 

‘After that they will return to their villages, then.by this that good practice also will come to the 
end’ 

 141) RaRaRaRa    ketketketket    segsegsegseg konggap ket buta bod wa ɨsongg-i, ɨɨɨɨ    ddddɨɨɨɨdededede    ketketketket  
when PRF finished women PRF poison creek to soak-3plSU and then PRF 

  jɨmop wa nony ara kɨma wui da “Kabum aio deta gɨl wa!” 
  down.stream to thinking voice with go.pl that fish come to land to 

  RaRaRaRa    ketketketket    segsegsegseg rɨgap ton nɨm imj-i ddddɨɨɨɨdededede kabum ketketketket ɨdrɨk-i, ɨ 
  when PRF finished men they arrow take-3plSU and fish PRF kill-3plSU and 

  konggap toda bodengat imj-i, dɨde kabum gɨl wa b’ɨtɨskok-i. 
  women they-also net take-3plSU and fish land to throw-3plSU 

  RaRaRaRa    ketketketket kabum ita segsegsegseg, konggap ton ketketketket kap ɨtanka  
when PRF fish every finished women they PRF oven make-NR 

  teienanj, dɨde peseny omnɨka teienanj. RaRaRaRa    ketketketket    segsegsegseg 
  IRL-bring-PM3pl and binding make-NR IRL-bring-PM3pl when PRF finished 

  yɨrbuma oagɨndena, segsegsegseg tungg wa tɨtendenanj. 
  short.time sit-NR finished village to IRL-return-PMpl 

‘After that women soak the poison in the creek, and then they will go to the downstream calling 
(the fish) in their mind that “Fish, you come up to the ground!” After that men will take arrows and 
then they will kill fish, and women will also take nets and will throw fish onto the land. 

After when they collect all the fish, then women will make ovens and will tie up the fish. After 
when they sit a little while, then they will return to the village.’  

In example 148) the story is an explanation about collecting fish by poisoning a creek. So events 
are told in chronological order. Before the first sentence of the story, the village leader commands 
people that they must put their things they brought at the downstream, then the next step connects by 
ra ket seg ‘after that’, preceding a new event. Then a set of coordinate conjunctions precedes the 

second clause indicating the next action. In the same way the second clause goes on. And the last ra 

ket seg ‘after that’ precedes the new event, so that it will function as a temporal conjunction. 

However the conjunction ra ket kabum ita seg ‘after when they collect all the fish’ is different, 
because the event of collecting fish is expressed in the former sentence and those collecting activities 
are summarised here. So the conjunction ra ket kabum ita seg can be explained as a tail of the event 
in the former sentence to switch to a new event. 
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8. TAIL-HEAD LINKAGE  

8.1 re ket segre ket segre ket segre ket seg ‘finished that then’ and ra ket segra ket segra ket segra ket seg ‘finished then’ 

The realis conjunction re ‘when’ and the irrealis conjunction ra ‘if, when’ can combine with a 

perfect particle ket ‘then’ and/or a finalised conjunction seg ‘finished’, and become complex 
temporal conjunction phrases meaning ‘after that (when)’. See sections 7.1. and 7.2. 

However when that complex temporal conjunction phrase precedes an event clause which 
summarises the former events or indicates the former event, then the complex conjunction will be a 
tail-head linkage. 

The tail-head linkage structure is shown below: 

an event sentence(s) + tail-head linkage + a new event clause 

 142) Sɨ ton ket da giri ke dom ul y-ɨpenj, ɨ nyɨgɨrem pɨla ɨmok-a 
then he PRF that knife by tree.sp tree ABS3sg-cut and eel like cut-NR 

  y-ieny. Ɨ rererere    segsegsegseg y-omɨny, ton ket yɨtyɨt y-omɨny da 
  ABS3sg-bring and when finished ABS3sg-make he PRF words ABS3sg-say that 

  “Yet re bod y-oksɨk-ɨm man tin kopa-m t-omn-yɨt”, 
  who REL creek ABS3sg-scrap-YD.PST you her sick-for IRL.3sgF-make-2sgSU 

  ɨ dɨde ket y-ii ama re bod mɨny ke y-oramis. 
  and then PRF ABS3sg-bring there REL creek upstream by ABS3sg-put 

‘Then he cut a dom tree with a knife, and trimmed it like an eel. After when he made it, then he 
spells words to it that “Whoever poisoned the creek for fishing, you will make her sick,” and then 
he brings it and puts it there on the upstream of the creak.’ 

In example 149) the first sentence has a list of events, and the tail-head linkage precedes the next 
event showing that the former list of events is finished and the next step of events comes. 

 143) Ɨsparike ket konggap ul, kai, ngawɨr ɨ dɨde beseny bobo omnɨka 
  daybreak PRF women firewood string wrapper and then basin heap make-NR 

  eiento. ReReReRe    ketketketket gidap ita bobo omnɨka segsegsegseg, tungg 
  bring-PM.RM.PST3pl when PRF thing all heap make-NR finished village 

  nyɨ rɨga ket yɨt da “Sɨ kae-mb buta ɨsongg-u.” 
  name man PRF saying that then soon-INTEN poison soak-1plSU 

  Yɨt rererere    ketketketket    segsegsegseg, rɨga ita bod wa aen-to, ɨ dɨde  
word when PRF finished people every creek to become-PM.RM.PST3pl and then 

  buta ket bod wa y-ɨsongg-o. 
  poison PRF creek to ABS3sg-soak-RM.PST 

‘The next day women were collecting firewood, strings, wrappers and then basins. After when they 
collected everything, the village leader said that “Then we will poison (the creek).” After he 
finished the speech, all people went to the creek, and then they soaked poison into the creek.’ 
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In example 150) the story is a part of the story about fishing by poisoning a creek. The story is 
told in chronological order. Therefore the first sentence talks about collecting things and then a 
summarising clause precedes a new event clause about the village leader’s speaking in the second 
sentence. In the same way the third sentence is talking about a new event, poisoning the creek, 
however the summarising clause of the second sentence precedes the new event clause. However this 
tail-head linkage did not change the paragraph, but it clearly indicates the chronological order of the 
story. See also example 148) above in the irrealis temporal conjunction section. 

When the tail-head linkage summarises a paragraph or a section, then the tail-head linkage will 
be a boundary marker of the paragraph or the section. See example 151) below.  

 144) ... ton gasa b’agon-a wuen-o-nj. Nɨnda kesam kongga ma sobijog 
  ... they thing change-NR go-RM.PST-3sgSU some old women not little 

  sam na, ɨ ajar omarɨk-a wuen-o-nj. Sɨ re ket 
  happy ABS.PST and song dance-NR go-RM.PST-3sgSU then when PRF 

  mɨle auk-o-nj unduata-pu wa, nɨnda kongga wa ma 
  practice become-RM.PST-3sgSU finishing-time to some women pl.DAT not 

  singi kɨma na auk-o-nj. Ɨ mop nokɨp maka tua 
  want with ABS.PST become-RM.PST-3sgSU and head because not their 

  undoiwarɨp nangga gasa na agon-to. Onggɨt pena 
  sisters any thing ABS.PST give-PM.RM.PST3pl that because.PST 

  ton singi kisa auk-ɨto. 
  they want without become-PM.RM.PST3pl 

  Ɨ segsegsegseg    rererere    ketketketket komkisa mɨle, ton met wa wuenonj 
and finished when PRF all practice they house to go.pl-RM.PST-3sgSU 

  b’angonjenam. 
  prepare-INF 

‘... they were exchanging things. Some old women were very happy and they were dancing. And 
then when the time of practice came to an end, some women were not happy. Because their sisters 
did not give them anything. It is why they were not happy.  

And then when they finished all practices, they went to the house to prepare.’ 

Example 151) above is a part of the story of mother’s day . In this case the tail-head linkage 
indicates not only chronological order but also it gives the paragraph boundary between the main 
activities of the day and preparing to go back to their own village.  

If the former events are told with irrealis aspect, then the tail-head linkage also takes irrealis 
aspect. See example 152) below. 
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 145) Ra ket tua nop b’om t-ep-a-o, ton ket ogn-i dɨde 
  if then their-DAT relative pig IRL-kill-BEN-3plSU they then cook-3plSU and  

  pil omnɨk-i. Sɨ kus yonggiam-war-ɨp ket ingg ien-i 
  bundle make-3pl Then blood owners-NOMpl then share bring-3plSU 

  dɨde ulpok omnɨka t-ei-en-anj komkisa tua nopwar 
  and share make-NR IRL-bring-REP-PM.PRES3 all them.DAT relatives 

  dɨde tua galam-ɨm ti-da yɨpa tab kɨpiar okau-ranj ti rɨgawar kɨma 
  and their tambu-DAT him-also one side part give-PM.PRES3 his people with 

  ongong-ɨm.  
  eat-DAT  

  Sɨ rararara    onggonggonggonggɨɨɨɨtiamtiamtiamtiam    b’omb’omb’omb’om    ongandongandongandongand----aaaa    seg,seg,seg,seg, ti kɨmɨrwar-ɨp opima kiar gasa 
then if that pig kill-NR finish, his brothers-NOMpl Expl love thing 

  t-ogon-anj rada ouou ɨ nɨm ɨ pingg ɨ dɨde nɨnda 
  IRL-give-PM.PRES3 example food and arrow and bow and then some 

  tuaina gasa. 
  their things 

‘When/if their relatives kill pigs for them, they will cook and will make a bundle. And relatives  
will be making shares and give shares for all their relatives and they will also give their tambu a big 
part (side) to eat with his people. 

Then when they finish killing that pig, his brothers will give him gifts such as food and arrows and 
bows and then their other things.’  
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